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Abstract

This master thesis describes a project carried out at SPE-Luminus and the market situation to
which it relates.
The project and the market situation are modeled at the different levels using a framework
repository. The personal actions taken in the project are explained in more detail. A solution
option in the form of a process and a proposal is given for a company specific problem
regarding limited view on the lifecycles of the data fields and incorrect calculations on an
estimate.
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Management summary
Introduction
Since several new players have entered the energy market in Belgium (in Flanders since 2003,
in Brussels and Wallonia since 2007), many market players need to cooperate in order to
preserve the balance on the electricity grid.
This report focuses on settlement problems at the market and company level. The volume of
energy produced, or bought, has to match the energy consumed in the market. Any
imbalances need to be settled.
♦ At the market level, this settlement problem is addressed in the settlement process among
the different market parties.
♦ At the company level, the internal processes for SPE-Luminus have to be organized: to
make it possible to check the traded energy even after several years and to make sure
SPE-Luminus does not pay any more in the settlement process than it has to. The
collection of the internal problems is solved in the settlement project.
Problem statement and assignment
At the moment the transparency and the efficiency of the energy sector still have room for
improvement. This inefficiency is translated into high costs towards the end-users and into
smaller profit margin for the market players. The settlement project 2007 is a way to improve
the efficiency within SPE-Luminus by tuning the internal processes to the settlement process
at the sector level.
The original questions have been rewritten in three main research questions, with a focus on
the Flemish energy market.
♦ Describe in models the present situation of the energy sector, the location of the
settlement process within this sector and within the company SPE-Luminus.
♦ Determine the root causes of the data problems within the extra added track ‘7 fields’ in
the settlement project and investigate the two important data fields of the estimates and
the consumptions thoroughly.
♦ Find a solution for the situations where a certain estimate for electricity consumption is
not realistic.
Research plan
As a research method the regulative cycle extended with reference models [Plieninger 2001]
is used.
At the micro level, i.e. for SPE-Luminus, the FAST model is used, supported by the work
system repository in a 3V project typology as a reference model for system development. This
implies that at the micro level, the regulative cycle can be instantiated twice: once for the
system development in the settlement project 2007 environment and again for the settlement
process itself. The 3V subdivision is useful to categorize the found problems in a structural
way.
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Energy sector and SPE-Luminus as IS-reliant Work-Systems
An analysis of the current situation at both the market level and the company level explains
the settlement process and the settlement project and their inter-relationship.
For the market models the values and risks and the operations are partly described. For the
SPE-Luminus models also the ICT models are described.
Problem analysis
Problems at both levels are discussed.
At the market level the main problems are indicated as MP1.unclear market roles,
MP2.differences in databases market players and MP3.different time windows between
electricity production and consumption. An analysis is made of published reports to sketch
what the market parties are doing, at the moment and in the near future, and to face the
presented problems at the sector level.
Since the solutions presented are outside the reach and scope of this report, no regulative
cycle is started to discuss those problems.
At the company level problems SP1.no overview lifecycle of the important data fields and part
of SP2.incorrect use of data fields are addressed in the first regulative cycle at the level of the
project. Problems SP4. incorrect assumptions or calculations, SP3.problems with forecast and
a part of problem SP2.incorrect use of data fields are addressed and solved in the second
regulative cycle, which is done at the project level but in the end they aid the settlement
process at the sector level.
First regulative cycle
Problem SP1.no overview lifecycle of the important data fields is addressed in a settlement
project 2007 track ‘7 fields’ after it became apparent within SPE-Luminus that a sufficient
view on the lifecycle of seven of their most important settlement data fields was unavailable.
Through the design of a template and an interview process the lifecycle of those seven fields
was uncovered. The findings of the track are processed in the SPE-Luminus work system
repository. Found risks and problems discovered within the track are given in the evaluation.
One of those problems, S2.Incorrect calculations is a subelement of problem SP4. incorrect
assumptions or calculations and is used for the second regulative cycle.
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Second regulative cycle
The second regulative cycle, in contrast to the first regulative cycle, takes place on the level of
the settlement process because it is an indirect improvement to this process. In this second
regulative cycle the problem S2. Incorrect calculations, detected in the first regulative cycle
and causing an estimate to be invalid in some situations, is solved.
During the analysis a list of EAVs and CAVs for all customers was investigated. There was a
clear focus on the CAV of the monthly metered customers because they are the main users of
the estimate. In contrast to the yearly metered customers, monthly metered customers have
high consumptions, which make the CAV estimate for those consumptions even more
important.
After the analysis two errors became apparent: first, the elimination of zero values for
electricity and secondly, an error appeared if an end-user renewed his contract with SPELuminus after a certain time. On the basis of assumptions validated by SPE-Luminus, two
proposals were made to solve these two problems. The proposals were later approved by the
stakeholders in a meeting and added as incremental models to the work system repository of
SPE-Luminus.
Conclusion
The results are compared with the initial research questions and all questions are answered.
The proposed solution options have been approved but no actual implementation has taken
place.
Recommendations towards SPE-Luminus are to investigate the lifecycle of the other data
fields and to find a way to regain a horizontal settlement process view.
Two recommendations for further research are to investigate the reasons why market parties
resist changes and to find out to what extend the regulations in the market are uniformly
implemented.
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1 Introduction
This graduation project was performed at the energy company SPE-Luminus.
In this first chapter a general description is given about the company and the market in which
it operates; an introduction to the settlement process is then presented.
Nowadays the company is called SPE, but it uses the name Luminus as a brand name under
which it sells energy to its clients. To avoid confusion the name SPE-Luminus will be used
throughout this report because SPE is generally considered as an energy producer and
Luminus as an energy supplier.

1.1

Company description: SPE - Luminus

SPE-Luminus can be regarded as a vertical company as it produces and trades energy. The
company sells this energy to its customers through its brands Citypower and Luminus. SPELuminus does not deal with the transportation of the energy itself. Other market parties play a
role here. These parties, Elia (electricity) and Fluxys (gas), have been appointed by the
Belgian government and are responsible for the transportation of electricity and gas. The local
distribution is provided by the inter-municipalities, which are referred to as Distribution Grid
Operators (DGO).
The mission statement of SPE(-Luminus) is this: “SPE is a vertically integrated energy
company, with relentless focus on high-quality customer service. We will be the main
challenger in the market on the basis of our flexibility and our commitment to attain the
highest standards of efficiency through continuous improvement. As a result we will satisfy
the needs of our customers, optimize the returns to our shareholders and reflect the best
interests of our employees.” [SPE web]

SPE-Luminus in numbers
•
•
•
•
•

SPE-Luminus is the second market player in the Belgian market with 1.1mln
customers and 1.5 mln metering points.
It has a turnover of € 2 bln.
Around 1000 people are currently working for SPE-Luminus.
SPE-Luminus has its own production capacity of 1600MW (which constitutes a 10 %
production market share).
Annually SPE-Luminus sells around 12TWh of electricity (12% of market share) and
13.5TWh of gas (7% of market share).

In order to meet the demand, SPE-Luminus produces, trades, buys and sells energy.

The history of SPE-Luminus is one of many mergers. First we can regard the SPE company,
which has its roots in the cities of Seraing and Ghent. In order to expand, SPE took over the
successful newcomer Citypower and became SPE-Citypower. This merger was logical since
SPE had no domestic clients and Citypower had no production.
The company Luminus started as an answer of inter-municipalities of the province of
Limburg to the de facto monopolist Electrabel. Luminus was backed by the British energy
company Centrica to be able to sell energy. It is the current strategy that only Luminus
remains as a brand name under which the company SPE will supply its energy.
In the merger of SPE and Luminus, Gaz de France (GdF) bought a 25% of the shares of SPELuminus. SPE-Luminus delivers energy to about 1.5mln points in Belgium, which makes it
the second player in the Belgian market after Electrabel.

Figure 1

Shareholders of SPE

Problems arrived later when Gaz de France intended to merge with the French giant Suez,
which is also the mother-company of Electrabel, SPE-Luminus’ main competitor in the
Belgian market. Because of this deal, there was some insecurity for SPE-Luminus. The
company had directors of Gaz de France in its board, while simultaneously this company
belongs to the same group as Electrabel. This situation lead in 2007-2008 to the strategy that
no matter what happens, the company should be able to deal with its daily business without
suspicion.
In August 2008, it was announced that Centrica will buy all of the shares of Gaz de France
and thus will control 51% of the SPE-Luminus shares. The deal is expected to be complete by
September 2008. Until that moment Gaz de France remains a shareholder of SPE.
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1.2

Gas & Electricity market in Belgium

Since several new players entered the energy market in Belgium (in Flanders since 2003, in
Brussels and Wallonia since 2007), many market players have needed to cooperate in order to
preserve the balance on the electricity grid. Electricity, unlike gas, has not got the limited
option to be stored. Therefore a precise balance is required.
Before the liberalization there was only one big monopolist, so complexity was low. Today
many different parties are involved: they need to interact in a new and still immature market,
which makes the market-complexity high.
The energy flow goes from the energy producers to the high voltage (electricity) / volume
(gas) networks to the local network of the municipalities to the energy consumers. These endusers pay their bill to an energy supplier. In chapter 4 Problem Analysis the stakeholders of
the energy market are described in more detail.
The energy market has become free for the suppliers but the transport and distribution of the
energy is still regulated. Controlling organizations (per community and federal) were also set
up to check compliance with regulations.

1.3

Settlement process

The settlement process is a process that deals with any imbalances between the moment when
the producers have to estimate how much energy will be needed for the next day (per 15
minutes) and when the energy consumption is measured at the meters (per 15 minutes, per
month or even every year and more). Due to the liberalization of the market and the related
entrance of new players on the market, controlling has to be included. This way the produced
or bought volumes of energy can be matched with the billing of the clients and the billing of
other costs in the process. For residential users this check may take up to two years.
This check on the volumes happens at different levels:
♦ Within the sector: the volume of energy on the grid needs to be divided among the
different energy suppliers according to regulations. The settlement process consists of two
main sub-processes that will be explained in detail in chapter 3.1.2.1.
♦ Within the company: the internal processes within the company should be organized to
make it possible to check the volumes even after years. To be able to implement this
process internally a ‘settlement project’ is started and managed at the company level. For
the 2007 settlement project, it was requested that this project is a pilot within SPELuminus to see if the use of BPM principles could be beneficial. All SPE-Luminus
processes having an impact on the settlement process are documented, missing
measurements are generated and a Settlement Dashboard is developed to trigger the
process for any imbalance. This imbalance could originate at the commodity side
(purchase and sale of energy) but also during metering, distribution and transportation
(cost to use the regulated grid). The dashboard should allow improvement and fine tuning
of the SPE-Luminus internal settlement process itself, leading to a BPM cycle by keeping
a dedicated eye (horizontal process owner) on the entire end-to-end process across all
involved departments. This pilot is therefore also intended to raise the maturity of
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SPE-Luminus regarding to working in a process-oriented manner. This settlement project
2007 is explained in chapter 3.2.

1.4

Problem statement and assignment

The original assignment conducted within this settlement project 2007 is available in
appendix 9.1 Initial assignment. After the intermediate presentation, the assignment has been
rewritten to the following text to formulate clear research questions.
Problem statement
At the moment the transparency and the efficiency of the energy sector still has room for
improvement. This inefficiency is translated into high costs towards the end-users and into
smaller profit margin for the market players. The settlement project 2007 is a way to improve
the efficiency within SPE-Luminus by tuning the internal processes to the settlement process
at the sector level.
The settlement project consists of 4 subtracks: market development, solve the past, internal
processes and 7 Fields. Not only is the processing of the data from the past a problem, but at
the moment it happens that the departments have mutual problems with the data that is
presented to them from the market or from within SPE-Luminus itself.
Assignment
The assignment is meant to solve a specific problem within the Settlement project 2007 and
should lead to an improved settlement process. In order to succeed, the assignment is split
into three different main research questions.
These main research questions are:
♦ Describe in models the present situation of the energy sector, the location of the
settlement process within this sector and within the company SPE-Luminus.
♦ Determine the root causes of the data problems within the extra added track ‘7 fields’ in
the settlement project and investigate the two important data fields of the estimates and
the consumptions thoroughly.
♦ Find a solution for the situations where a certain estimate for electricity consumption is
not realistic.
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Focus
As SPE-Luminus is a Belgian company, the scope of this report will be the Belgian energy
market. To make the complexity of the problem comprehensible in one report, the main focus
of this report will be on the Flemish electricity market.
The two reasons are:
1. The Flemish energy market is slightly more mature compared to its Brussels and
Walloon counterparts, because it was liberalized earlier.
2. In this case the electricity market is also more interesting than the gas market since the
allocation process for electricity is done on a fifteen minutes basis whereas for gas this
process is only done every hour. Furthermore the energy balance between production
and consumption is more difficult for electricity because it cannot be stored in the
same way as gas.

1.5

Structure of the report

For the analysis of the problems and the design of the solution option, the regulative cycle by
van Strien [Strien 1975] is chosen. The justification for the used research method is given in
the next chapter.
By using the regulative cycle as a reference point to map the chapters of this report, Figure 2
shows the several chapters and which phase(s) of the regulative cycle they cover.
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Figure 2

Structure of the report
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2 Orientation and Research Method
In this chapter the orientation on the research object and the instantiation of the research
method is discussed, expressing how the thesis answers to the initial questions and in which
manner. First the orientation of the research is explained. Next the method of research is
elaborated.

2.1

Orientation

The settling of the energy balances has financial consequences that run into millions of euros.
Still the process takes a long time to complete and suffers many problems. These problems
will be described in detail later on in the report. It is therefore interesting to investigate where
these problems occur and whether and how the process can be improved.

2.2

Deduction settlement problems from the AS-IS situation

The context and current practices of the settlement process and settlement project (AS-IS)
will be described in a suitable model. This description of the AS-IS situation will help to
uncover the settlement related problems.

2.2.1 Depth analysis
The settlement process is directly and indirectly affected by a whole range of problems in the
energy sector. Some of these problems will be discussed in more detail than others.
The settlement problems are first portrayed in general within the market and the company.
After this description a set of subproblems is isolated and studied in more detail. When this
study of the subproblems is completed, a solution option is proposed for some of the
problems.
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2.3

Research plan

In this chapter the used research technique is discussed at first, followed by the introduction
of the sector and company levels. Afterwards a distinction will be made between the
settlement process among the market players and the settlement project as an internal SPELuminus project.

2.3.1 Regulative cycle extended with reference models
The regulative cycle [Strien 1975] gives practical guidelines to solve a problem or a set of
problems in a specific domain, called the real site work system in Figure 3. A work-system is
a system in which human participants and/or machines perform work using information,
technology, and other resources to produce products and/or services for internal or external
customers [Alter 2003b].
The regulative cycle allows a start from a problems mess at a specific point, making it very
suitable to analyze the existing complex problems within the settlement project. This model
has been extended with the reference model [Plieninger 2001].
The basic idea of the reference model is “to collect best practices from internal as well as
external sources, combine them into an overall best-in-class model and translate this model in
the actual fab setup” [Plieninger 2001].
The goal of this reference model is to give a list of the best practices to create the best internal
and external environment in which costs and efforts are minimal and profit can be maximal.
One of the big advantages of this method is to be found in the continuous evaluation phase. It
is easier to detect whether or not the solution option proposed or implemented into real site
work system, has actually contributed when it has met (or is closer to) predefined targets. If
the targets are not met, adjustments need to be made to the real site work system in order to
improve it.
A comparable company in another country may serve as a regular reference model, but then a
translation will make sure that the targets are scaled to the proper environment.
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Figure 3

Regulative cycle extended with reference models [Plieninger 2001]

The cycle is started with the monitoring of the current situation, sometimes compared to its
site specific reference model.
The cycle then continues with the recognition of the problem mess or gap, indicating the
distance between the current situation and the ideal situation [Plieninger 2001].
From that list of problems responsible for the distance between the current situation and the
site specific reference model, a scope of selected gaps is determined in order to focus all
attention to a specific set of relevant problems. This scope will form the basis of the analysis
and design.
The analysis phase will provide extra insight into the selected problems, uncovering the root
causes for the selected problems. A stakeholders-analysis is conducted to make sure that all
interests are considered.
Once the causes are determined, a design can be thought of to overcome them and to
overcome the selected problems in the problem mess.
The design is implemented and continuously evaluated on practical usability. Once a cycle
has been completed; new problems can arise or can be selected, initiating a second cycle.
In some cases - because of the iteration aspect of the combined model, the various stadia of
the cycle may have to be passed through several times in order to achieve a result.

2.3.2 Regulative cycle within Energy Sector and SPE-Luminus
The settlement itself is a process at different levels, so the real site work system can be
instantiated at the sector level and the company level as well. The overall settlement process
is conducted at the sector level but individual market players must implement their role in the
settlement process. For this reason the research in this report has been split into those two
levels.
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A comprehensive distinction between meso and micro levels is possible. [Goossenaerts et al
2008]:
At the sector or meso level the interactions and data exchange between the companies
in the energy sector are described (roles in the value chain).
At the company or micro level the processing of the data within a particular company
is described, including exchanges of data with the other parties in the sector.
Instantiating the regulative cycle at two levels allows us to evaluate the settlement process in
the sector and in the company.

2.3.3 Framework for the Application of System Thinking (FAST)
The huge amounts of messages between the sector parties make automation – and thus
interoperability – indispensable. When describing the IT side of the settlement process a
methodology is needed that allows coping with this specialization.
An IS-reliant work-system is a work-system where efficient and/or effective operation
depends on the use of Information Systems [Alter 2003].
Having defined the IS-reliant work-system, next the lifecycle of an IS reliant work-system is
analyzed. To indicate the different regulative cycles of an IS reliant system, the Framework
for the application of System Thinking (FAST) by Whitten, Bentley and Dittman will be used.
[Whitten 2004]. It shows that a system will become obsolete when performance indicators
show that current demands are not met. In the case of this scenario, the system will undergo
development activities until the new requirements are met. After development, the system is
put back in operation (and maintenance) until performance gets off-target again.
In the operations and maintenance stage, processes are maintained but in the meantime also
monitored and evaluated. If a performance alert is issued, the System Development work
system is activated and the alert leads either to a new project execution or it may be added to
an already existing project. This choice is made by the project portfolio management.
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Figure 4

FAST extended [Goossenaerts web]

The move from the obsolete stage (during which operations may proceed) back to the
operational stage happens in smaller incremental steps leading to a cumulatively whole which
is the improving ICT-reliant work system.
FAST splits up the life cycle system development into eight development process phases:
scope definition, problem analysis, requirements analysis, logical design, decision analysis,
physical design & integration, construction & testing and installation and delivery.
These eight phases in the FAST development can be divided into three categories: the socalled 3V subdivision [Goossenaerts web b].
It divides the eight phases into three logical groups, each corresponding to a particular kind of
project: direct decisions (first V), operation projects (second V) and the ICTA projects (third
V).
These groups are meant to be pragmatic.
In order to solve a problem, the question whether or not a complete solution may be bought
off the shelf is investigated as a first solution option. If this is not possible, a more complex
operational adaptation or development may be considered. The third V is the most complex
set of phases as it requires a complete analysis of the requirements and a design of solution
options involving ICT.
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2.3.4 Work system repository
The analysis and decision making on each V requires a repository where models are stored
and retrieved. The division of the three Vs also corresponds to the segmentation of the
repositories in the COMET methodology [Berre 2004]. This methodology provides means to
efficiently model aspects of the system for the three kinds of projects mentioned before.
Models are added to the work system repository in the course of project work.
All models are expressed in the Unified Modeling Language (UML).

Figure 5

Work system repository in 3V structure model

In this report the first regulative cycle addresses the phases that form the second V as no
technical solution option is given but only an analysis of the current situation is performed.
The second regulative cycle however, belongs in the third V due to the proposed technical
solution options.
The model increments are filled in after the real site work system has been updated and has
returned to the maintenance and operations stage. The solution has been implemented.
Performance of the real site work system with the implemented solution should be closer to
the performance of the site specific reference model as discussed in chapter 2.3.1.
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2.3.5 Structure of problem analysis
The 3V subdivision is useful to categorize the found problems in a structural way. In chapter
4 the problems of the energy sector and those of SPE-Luminus are discussed in accordance
with the structure of the work system repository.

Figure 6

Structure of problem analysis inspired by [Jeusfeld et al. 2006]

2.3.6 Conclusion on the research plan
The difference between the two levels, the sector level and the company level, adds to the
complexity of the problem mess.
At the micro level, this is for SPE-Luminus, we use the FAST model supported by the work
system repository in a 3V project typology as a reference model for system development. This
implies that at the micro level, the regulative cycle can be instantiated twice: once for the
system development in the settlement project 2007 environment and again for the settlement
process itself.
The overall arrangement in the rest of the report is as follows:
First the work system repository is filled in general, mapping the current situation at both
levels, meso for the sector and micro for SPE-Luminus. The problem mess is also explained
at both levels.
In the first regulative cycle of the system development it is found that additions to the work
system repositories in the settlement project need to be made. Following upon this first
regulative cycle and the work done on the work system repository, a second complete
regulative cycle is performed that has indirect, but clear, implications for the settlement
process.
The research plan presented offers this report a plausible solution path that can deal with a
complex problem mess.
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3 Energy Sector and SPE-Luminus as IS-Reliant Work-Systems
After the presentation of the research method, this chapter will focus on modeling the AS-IS
situation in the work system repository as described in Figure 5. Focus is on a more detailed
explanation of the settlement process. The cumulative models help to express in a structured
manner several aspects of the settlement process.
In the previous chapter 2.3.2 it was already stated that the settlement process takes place at
different levels namely the sector and the company level. Any models made in the course of
this report are added to the work system repository at the appropriate meso or micro level.
Therefore a distinction is made between the market work system repository and the SPELuminus work system repository.
All models are gathered from papers or reports published by market parties, from personal
experiences and interviews with stakeholders from SPE-Luminus, VREG, metering
companies and Ferranti.

3.1

The Belgian energy sector

3.1.1 Market value and risk model (1 V)
The function of the Belgian energy sector is to deliver gas and electricity to the end-user with
the aid of other sector parties in a cost-effective way so that no financial losses occur.
Before the liberalization of the market, there was only one monopolist that combined the
delivery of the services and the maintenance on the infrastructure. Since the free market
exists, service delivery and infrastructure maintenance have been separated.
In the energy sector there are a lot of different stakeholders. The main ones are displayed in
Figure 7.
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Parties Belgian energy market

The involved stakeholders in the Belgian energy market are:
♦ Producers: These are the companies that actually produce electricity in Belgium in order
to sell it. The main producers in the Belgian energy market are Electrabel and SPE.
♦ Transmission System Operator (TSO): The TSO is responsible for the safe operation
of the electricity high voltage net (+70kV), for the transportation of the energy. It is
required to preserve the balance and the frequency on the grid. (Fluxys is the
corresponding system operator for gas).
♦ Distribution Grid Operator (DGO): These are the inter-municipalities that are
responsible for the network grid to deliver energy to the homes of the customers. In case
of electricity this is the grid <70kV. Energy is received from the TSO or other DGOs.
The DGO also controls and meters the installations located at the end-users and handles
all the end-users’ questions and problems concerning the installation.
♦ Agents: These are the parties that are not a part of the direct energy flow; they offer
services to the parties that are directly in the path of the energy flow.
o Traders: When suppliers do not have energy producing capabilities, they have
to buy their energy from the energy producers or energy exchange markets
with the help of traders.
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o Balance responsible party (Electricity) / Shipper (gas): This is one of the new
parties since the liberalization of the market. Within its balance area, the BRP
is responsible for the energy balance during successive periods of fifteen
minutes. It is responsible to gather all data needed to forecast the consumption
and the production of the next day and to match to the production of the
assumed consumption for the producers. In other literature the term BRP is
sometimes replaced by Access responsible party (ARP) but both terms have
the same meaning.
o Metering companies: These are the companies responsible to check the
correct metering index at the grid connection points. These metering
companies either work for the DGO or are even a part of the DGO.
o Clearing Houses: Organizations created to be responsible and to overview the
messages sent amongst the different parties.
♦ Consumers: individuals/companies that consume the produced and transported energy at
the end of the cycle.
♦ Suppliers: These companies buy the produced energy at the daily rates and sell it to their
customers. Each inhabitant of Belgium is free to choose the supplier of his preference.
The suppliers are also responsible for charging transit costs to the consumer and to
forwarding this cost back to the DGO.
♦ Regulating parties:
o Creg (‘Commissie voor de Regulering van de Elektriciteit en het Gas’):
This organization provides information to the federal government and provides a
controlling function on the market to see whether the laws and regulations are
obeyed.
The federal regulator is responsible to assure the correct processes of
• fixing the rates and enforcing social tariffs for those who need it;
• enforcing public service obligations;
• controlling storage and transportation of gas;
• controlling productions of electricity and nuclear energy;
• transporting high voltage electricity ( more than 70kV).

o VREG (‘Vlaamse Reguleringsinstantie voor de Elektriciteits- en Gasmarkt’):
The VREG's objective is to render the Flemish Gas and Electricity Market more
efficient. The VREG appoints Grid Operators, and licenses suppliers for the
Flemish market.
The regional regulator is responsible for assuring the correct process of
• distributing electricity (less than or equal to 70kV) and gas;
• creating awareness of more efficient and green sources of energy;
• promoting rational consumption of energy.
The authority of the VREG is limited to Flanders.
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o CwaPE (‘Commission Wallonne pour l’énergie’):
This is the Walloon counterpart of the VREG and performs the same tasks for the
Walloon community.

o Bim (‘Brussels Instituut voor Milieubeheer’):
This is the electricity and gas market regulator for the Brussels community.
An overview on the various entities in the Belgian government can be seen in appendix 10.1
Federal structure and responsibilities in the kingdom of Belgium.
Important indicators for the energy sector are:
♦ Cost-to-serve: The price it costs to deliver energy to the end-user including all account
handling administration.
♦ Churn rate: The rate at which the end-users switch between the different suppliers. Since
the conversion of the monopoly to a free market, a substantial group of customers
remained in the portfolio of the former monopolist. In order to attain a free competitive
market, a sufficient turnover between the competitors is crucial.
♦ Market shares: These are of less importance to the regulating aspect of the market since
no competitors exist in their area of operations. For the part of the market that is free
however, this is an important indicator because the churn rate already tells us how many
people switch from supplier but does not indicate in which direction. The market shares
are therefore a useful indicator to see whether certain parties dominate the market.
♦ # incorrect bills: The amount of incorrect bills sent within the market are a clear
indication whether or not process and data problems exist. A more detailed view on the
flow of the bills can indicate the source of these problems.
♦

HHI: Herfindahl-Hirschman-Index indicates the concentration on a certain market. A
level of 1800 indicates a high concentration on a market. In Flanders the production
market as well as the supply market scored around 6500 in 2004 [London 2004].

These indicators for the energy sector translate into values and risks. Both value and risk
imply financial issues as energy companies have commercial interests.
Much value for the market is in the exchange of money and information between the
stakeholders. One of the main risks for the stakeholders is the potential consequences of
errors in the information exchange. These errors lead to higher costs to serve the portfolio of
customers. Another risk is both the high costs and the errors in processes and data that put off
new potential market parties. New market parties, who are needed to improve the competition
on the market and thus to improve the churn rate and to lower the HHI.
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3.1.2 Market operations model (2 V)

The principal model is the building stone for the operation models to come. It is a summary
and classification of the main actors on the Belgian Energy Market.

Figure 8

Principal model of the Belgian Energy Market

Within the scope of this study, the main asset in the sector is the information the parties in the
sector own and may trade or exchange. This information is stored in the databases of the
market parties. Another important asset for the role of energy producer is the power plants it
owns. The system operator has its own area in which it operates and where it controls the high
voltage lines or the high pressure gas pipes. The DGO on the other hand controls the low
voltage lines within a certain area and also the meters placed with the end-users.
An asset for the sector that is harder to model is the asset ‘time’. All consumption is
calculated between two points in time. The consumption between these moments in time is
measured and placed in the databases of the DGOs and suppliers. Known consumption data
allows the DGO and the suppliers to estimate future consumption.
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Figure 9

Asset model of the Belgian Energy Market

The assets of each market party is derivable from the value other parties perceive it to have.
Contracts are formulated by expressing which assets can be used and exchanged under which
terms.
An overview of the different contracts between the parties is seen in Figure 10 where the
contracts are displayed in the lighter color.
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Figure 10 Overview of contracts between market parties in the Belgian Energy Market

The resource model illustrates how the assets are used. The asset might be knowledge or data
that one party owns and that the other party would like to have. The method of exchanging
this information then becomes the resource.

The different contracts included in the overview Figure 10
market parties in the Belgian Energy Market are:

Overview of contracts between

♦ ARP Contracts
In the ARP contracts the norms and costs are described for the imbalance calculations and
actions on the grid taken by the system operators.
♦ Balance Contract
This is a contract between a supplier and a balance responsible in which the balance
responsible ensures the balance on the grid.
♦ Produce Contract
Every supplier has got one or several producers (or in some cases traders) who deliver
their energy. This contract provides the legal background to their agreement.
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♦ Supplier Contract
Although different parties are involved in the process of electricity supply, the customers
receive only one invoice for their electricity and gas usage. This is possible while the
DGO provides the necessary metering data to the suppliers through this contract.
♦ Connect Regulations
These regulations provide all the necessary contractual arrangements between the DGO
and the end-user. All the technical information about the installation, the division of
ownership, maintenance and restoration of the connection are included.
For a low voltage connection a regulation will do. High voltage connections however
require the combination of a contract and a regulation.
♦ Access regulations
The access regulations secure the relationship between the DGO and the suppliers by the
regulation of the liability of a DGO to suppliers. The DGO has a strong monopoly
position. Therefore suppliers are not left much space to negotiate on contracts. This results
in a limited liability of the DGOs, especially on the imbalance due to mistakes of the
DGO, but also in the supplying of metering and master data.
The access regulations also provide very strict conditions on payments, while they take
care of the invoicing. Therefore suppliers are forced to pay the entire costs the DGO
made, even those for which the supplier never got refunded, such as default (nonpayment).
♦ Collaboration agreement
This agreement forms the basis for the cooperation between the system operators and
DGOs. It also provides access to the transmission network and the respective distribution
grids in which the different suppliers are active.
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Figure 11 Message Resource model of the Belgian Energy Market

The most important way of sharing information in the sector is through the use of EDIEL
messages. The decomposition of the messages is shown in Figure 11. Some of the EDIEL
messages have further subdivisions but for the sake of readability these are not shown in the
overview. For more information on EDIEL, see appendix 10.9. In some cases consumption
data is still exchanged in the form of text, emails or excel files.
All models so far have been static. They show an overview in the market but it is not yet clear
what the real interactions are.
Figure 12 shows the value exchange between the market players in the interaction
refinements model. These comprise energy information and money flows.
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Figure 12 High-level value exchange between market players in Belgian Energy Market

3.1.2.1 Settlement process
The settlement process is an interaction involving the various sector parties. It consists of two
main subprocesses: the allocation process and the reconciliation process. Both processes only
serve to settle the volume differences in the energy sector.

Allocation process
Allocation is a monthly process where for every 15 minutes the energy input for the DGO is
divided among the different balance responsibles. In other words, it needs to be decided for a
given period of 15 minutes which market player is accountable for a given amount of energy.
The main variables for this equation are:
♦ the estimated losses on the grid due to natural effects, such as Joule heating. In Europe,
typically around 7% of the electricity on the electric grid is lost.
♦ the estimated consumptions of the customer performance portfolio controlled by the
balance responsible. The SLPs, the synthetic load profiles, estimate the consumption
every 15 minutes of an entire year, combined with the historic consumption of each
separate consumer.
♦ a remaining residue. It is normal that some residue remains, possibly caused by the fact
that some of the estimations are not 100% correct and therefore need to be compensated.
This compensation is done by Elia (TSO) and the costs are directed to the balance
responsibles (who in turn pass them on to the suppliers). These costs are high; therefore
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the goal is to make the assumptions as perfect as possible. To improve the estimates,
feedback for the allocation is required so that the balance responsibles may learn from
wrong assumptions and estimates.
♦ Real Load Profile (RLP): These are the consumptions of the installations that have a real
time meter (AMR) which can record the exact consumption per 15 minutes. These data
are almost 100% reliable.
This process is done each month for the past month and only estimated values are used in this
process. The allocation is used to calculate any imbalances between the TSO and the balance
responsibles and thus the suppliers which are represented by the balance responsibles.
More information on the SLP can be found in appendix 10.2 Synthetic Load Profile (SLP).

Figure 13 Variables of the allocation for electricity

Reconciliation process
Reconciliation is a process following the allocation process of the DGO. The volume of
energy allocated to a supplier given by the DGOs is checked with the actual metering
readings of the clients itself. In contrast to allocation, which is done at the end of every month,
reconciliation is typically done every year. As there are situations whereby metering does not
take place, this period can be extended to 26 months. A final reconciliation can only be done
after all the meter reading results are known. Interim reconciliation is done at intervals.
Reconciliation is a multilateral process between several market parties at the same time and
cannot be reduced to bilateral relationships.
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Figure 14 Process of the reconciliation

In the end the purpose of the settlement process is to deal financially with the differences in
energy volumes.
A settlement for the commodity for the period 2003-2004 (2003 being the year of the
liberalization of the Flemish energy market) was already reached in 2006. One of the
conclusions was that processes for settlement in the sector were virtually non-existent.
Today, the settlement process also focuses on the internal processes (i.e. within SPELuminus) to ensure that they are correct and that they can provide interaction with the
external settlement (i.e in the market) to improve the data quality, in order to avoid a ‘solve
the past’ track in the future.
The settlement offers a check on the collection of processes, starting with the registration of a
contract, the production of the energy and continuing right up to the payment by the customer.
By checking the energy input at the beginning and at the end of this collection of processes
and by controlling the various costs during this collection, settlement has to explain and
prevent any imbalances in energy volumes and to reduce unnecessary costs or provisions.
Within the reconciliation process a special group (task force), the UMIX PARO group, helps
the DGOs with their responsibility for a correct reconciliation. As there are differences
between the databases of the DGOs and the databases of the suppliers, this group tries to
eliminate differences in data. It first checks the databases of the DGO for errors and
communicates with the suppliers who also check whether their databases and those of the
DGO match.
The group has the support of all important members of all sector parties such as the suppliers,
balance responsibles, DGO, system operator and the Flemish regulator. The goodwill of these
different parties is one of the main reasons for its success. It also shows that reconciliation is
not a fully operational process yet, but is still rather project based. Figure 15 is a refinement
of the interaction between the DGO and supplier pictured in Figure 12. The PARO only
concentrates on volume settlement and is the basis for the financial settlement afterwards,
based on the settled volumes.
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Figure 15 Interaction PARO group in reconciliation process [AREV 2006]

To illustrate the interaction using the assets and resources as well as the value exchange, one
illustration of a very common process in the market is given in Figure 16.
If an end-user wants to switch his supplier, the DGO becomes the intermediate between the
old supplier and the new one. The process is carried out by exchanging information through
the use of the specific EDIEL messages.

Figure 16 Interaction model of supplier switch in the Belgian Energy Market
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3.1.3 Conclusion of the market models
In chapter 3.1 the work system repository for the market level has been partly filled in up to
the third V. In the value and risks model (first V), the various roles of the market parties and
the indicators of a better competitive market have been explained. In the operations model
(second V), the focus has been on the assets and the resources in the sector, and how those
assets and resources are used in the interactions among the market parties. Also in the second
V the settlement process has been shown as an interaction requiring the commitment of
almost all market players.

3.2

Models of SPE-Luminus

It is possible to split the SPE-Luminus work system repository and the settlement project
2007 repository. But to improve the readability of the report and since SPE-Luminus was
already introduced in chapter 1, the models for the settlement project are given in the
corresponding part of the work system repository.
Because some sensitive and confidential data may be addressed in this chapter, some of the
models are included in the appendix.

3.2.1 SPE-Luminus value and risk model (1 V)
For the settlement project the function model is to have a correct financial balance for SPELuminus in the end. It only wants to pay the transport and distribution costs it is accountable
for and it wants to be sure that the metering data from its clients is correct and complete.
For the repository the focus is on the internal handling of the settlement process within SPELuminus.
The settlement project, like all projects, has to get approval from the steering committee. In
this committee the various business sponsors are seated as well as the horizontal process
owner. The tasks of that horizontal process owner are to oversee the quality of the end-to-end
processes with an impact on settlement and to be able to warn the departments of steps to be
taken for maximum efficiency. Quality standards for the project need to be specified and
measured.
The structure of the settlement project 2007 is shown in Figure 17
Project.

Structure Settlement
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Figure 17 Structure Settlement Project

The settlement project 2007 consists of four tracks of which ‘7 fields’ was the one added last.
Market development
This track acts as an interface with the other parties in the energy market. It proposes market
processes that may benefit the settlement process at market level.
Solve the past
In order to allow a proper settlement between the market players, the data quality must be
ensured. The purpose of this track is to eliminate historic data contamination by comparing
the data of the suppliers’ database to the data which the DGOs store in their databases.
Internal processes
This track focuses on improving internal processes related to the settlement process. A reform
of the structure within SPE-Luminus is in process to allow a horizontal process owner to keep
an overview on all the internal processes related to the settlement. Only by viewing all the
different related processes as a whole, an optimum effect is reached.
7 Fields
An added track to the settlement 2007 project is the track ‘7 fields’.
Seven essential fields used in the settlement were at first not fully documented, making full
knowledge of the process impossible.
These seven fields are:
♦ Consumptions: The amount of energy consumed during a specific period in time with an
installation.
♦ Estimates: The estimated consumptions in a specific period, either a moment in the future
or in the past, based on historic consumptions and general consumption behavior.
♦ DGO: The distribution grid operators manage, develop and maintain the electricity and/or
natural gas distribution network for a specific territory and transmit, at the supplier's
request, the energy to the end-users. They provide new connections to the network and are
responsible for reading the electricity and/or natural gas meter [BDD DGO 2007].
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♦ SLP: synthetic load profile. If a delivery point is not equipped with real time measuring
equipment, the profile for that delivery point will be estimated with the help of an
artificial profile.
♦ GRID/GOS: The indication of the area where the distribution net is located.
♦ BRP: balance responsible party. The legal entity responsible for maintaining balance in
its portfolio. A BRP is appointed for each access point. The BRP may be a producer, a
major customer, an energy supplier or a trader.
♦ Grid fee: The fee that has to be paid by the suppliers to distribute the energy from the
producers to the end-user.
3.2.1.1 Internal view of the settlement project – company level
The internal view of the settlement project is found in the tracks ‘internal processes’ and ‘7
fields’. The main focus of these tracks is on the integration of existing processes into one
begin-to-end collection of settlement processes. This collection is guarded by the horizontal
process owner. Existing processes may need to be adapted so as to treat data for the
settlement project which they would otherwise not have treated. One of the challenges is to
educate the users of the processes that their actions have consequences in other settlement
processes which they have never heard of. This integration of existing processes and existing
IT systems were not included in the previous settlement project but are now included since
the use of such tracks became visible. If all internal processes and data are tuned to cope with
the external market settlement, then this offers SPE-Luminus a good position at the market
settlement negotiations.
3.2.1.2 External view of the settlement project – sector level
The external view of the settlement project can be found in the tracks ‘market development’
and ‘solve the past’. The interfaces of the settlement project within SPE-Luminus and the
external market need to be investigated. Problems caused by the market within SPE-Luminus
need to be listed to prevent similar incidents from happening again.
In the previous settlement project of 2003-2004, SPE-Luminus played a pioneering role to
start the market settlement. In the settlement 2005 project, it has been decided that this time
SPE-Luminus will await other market parties to assume this role.

Due to the confidential nature of the important indicators, values and risks, they can be
viewed in appendix 10.3 S-LWS.varm.Indicator Register (private) and appendix 10.4 SLWS.varm.Value and Risk register (private).
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3.2.2 SPE-Luminus operations model (2 V)
Figure 18 shows a general overview of the organization chart of SPE-Luminus as of July
2007. It shows the different departments within the company and the position of the
Integration department. In this department the Central Program Office (CPO) can be found,
which is responsible for most of the projects and the process and data governance. The
business sponsor for the Settlement project is the department Finance but the horizontal
structure of the settlement project requires the interaction of all departments.

Figure 18 Principal Model SPE-Luminus

Due to the confidential nature of the asset and the resource model, they can respectively be
viewed in appendix 10.5 S-LWS.mom.Asset Model and in appendix 0 Adapted from
[Luminus model]
S-LWS.mom.Resource Model (private).

3.2.3 SPE-Luminus ICT model (3 V)
The third V is the deepest analysis available. It concentrates on how the operational data is
stored in the IT of the company.Due to the confidential nature of the requirements and
component model, they can be viewed in appendix 10.7. and in appendix 10.8.
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3.2.4 Conclusion
The work system repository for SPE-Luminus has been filled in, including the level of the
third V. In the value and risks model the structure of the settlement project 2007 has been
shown. It has also been emphasized that the settlement project not only restructures internal
processes but that it also has a link to the settlement process in the market. The purpose of the
track ‘7 fields’ has been introduced in this chapter and will be the foundation for the first
regulative cycle.
The SPE-Luminus asset model in the second V shows which data is received and processed
from the DGO while the SPE-Luminus resource model shows how it is received and stored.
In the third V an overview has been given of the actors who edit the estimations and
consumptions, followed by an overview of the settlement related information systems and
their relations.
In this chapter some of the work done in the first regulative cycle has already been processed
as the models are part of the current situation (AS-IS).
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4 Problem Analysis
After the description of the AS-IS situation in chapter three (Energy Sector and SPE-Luminus
as IS-Reliant Work-Systems), this chapter will list all the problems related to the settlement
within the sector and company level.
The problems that are discussed in more detail, are portrayed in red and have a unique name
within the report. The abbreviation ‘MP’ stands for ‘market problems’ while ‘SP’ stands for
‘SPE-Luminus problems’. Other problems mentioned in the chapter are printed in italic to
make the link between the text and the overview clearer.
The Vreg report on the market problems [VREG 2006] has been used for the problem
analysis. For the overview of the specific SPE-Luminus problems, the analysis has been based
on own experience and conducted interviews.
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4.1

Problem analysis at the sector level

Figure 19 Interrelationship digraph problems market

After the Flemish liberalization, the Minister of Energy Kris Peeters ordered a study to
investigate the problems encountered by the market players in the Flemish market. This
request lead to the document “Naar een marktmodel voor de Vlaamse energiemarkt”
(“Towards a market model for the Flemish energy market”) conducted by the VREG and
UCPartners [VREG 2006].
This document was made available for the market players to comment on and afterwards a
second discussion document was presented [VREG 2006b].

4.1.1 Strategic market domain
After the liberalization of the market, many new roles had to be defined. These new roles had
to learn to cooperate with an entire market instead of just being part of the vertical company
in past times of monopoly (MP1.unclear market roles). Such a transition requires time (low
maturity of market).
Together with its main competitor SPE, the former monopolist Electrabel controls the
majority of the energy market and of the energy production (oligopolic market). As long as
people do not encounter real competition on the market and are afraid to switch suppliers
because of potential errors and a difficult aftermath, this de facto monopoly is hard to breach.
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The political subdivision into the different Belgian regions poses an additional difficulty
(multiple markets). Each submarket has its own regulator; on top of them there is yet another
federal regulator (multiple regulators). According to the VREG document, the distribution of
the responsibilities of the regulators is not optimal.
It is also very hard for these regulators to take drastic action against breaching of the rules.
Particularly in the case of the DGOs it is not an option to withdraw their right to supervise a
certain grid. Fines are not very effective either, as it takes a complicated procedure before
they can be issued (insufficient stimulus to improve DGO) [VREG 2006] [SERV 2006].
The DGOs charge the suppliers for the distribution costs over their network even though the
actual end-user has not paid yet (and may never do). This situation causes financial risks for
the suppliers who have to prepare budgets to cover those risks (financial risk suppliers). On
the other hand, the suppliers may still have a maximum of 30% shares in the DGOs
(bundling).
This bundling causes the suppliers to have a conflict of interests.
The complexity of the market forms a problem: due to the lack of a market-wide model, the
different players somehow decided which roles got which responsibilities. Consequently the
overall picture has become less transparent.
Within the market, there are many parties that need to exchange data in the right format and at
the exact right time. Solely in Flanders there are 16 DGOs for electricity and 11 for gas (many
DGOs).
This means that producers, the TSO and the supplier have to communicate with a lot of
different parties.

4.1.2 Operational market domain
In order to reach a smooth settlement, one of the main requirements is that both the received
and the used data are correct. Clear specifications and regulations will form part of the
solution option, but they do not eliminate possible errors. The market data should be correct
in the first place. However, with the recent liberalization of the energy market and with the
lack of maturity of the market, exchanged data still contains errors (messages with incorrect
data) causing imbalances in the databases both of the DGOs and of the suppliers. Migration
of new clients from a newly liberated market causes a tidal wave of new information in the
databases which needs to be checked first. Due to the low maturity, this information contains
many errors making migration very difficult.
Some of the processes in the market prove to be complex, especially for the cases that involve
customers who recently moved or switched their supplier contract. So-called ‘mystery
switches’ occur as one supplier A believes to be the supplier of a particular customer while in
fact it is supplier B that supplies the energy. These cases need to be rectified in a retrospective
way, which adds to the complexity. Allocation (incorrect allocation) and reconciliation are
also examples of complex processes in the Belgian energy market. Both multilateral
discussions between the market parties and this differing data lead to a slow settlement and to
financial compromises instead of to objective fees.
Errors in the access database lead to propagate errors in the other databases (also known as
pollution). DGOs give snapshots of their databases at a given moment. By comparing the
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snapshot with the other databases of the suppliers, an estimate on the number of errors and of
evolutions in the pollutions can be visualized.
Delays in the receiving and validating of the messages may lead to database synchronization
problems among the different market parties (messages are not sent on time). Messages,
collected in fall-out lists due to validation problems, may be added to the databases after a
newer version of the message has been stored. These kinds of errors generally lead to
synchronization problems.
All received data has to be validated. Each error in the process leads to lists in the workflow
which require special attention. As the values of the consumption are used to generate
estimations of future consumption, errors in the consumption messages indirectly lead to
inaccurate balancing which is fined (incorrect balancing).
There is an important time issue within the settlement process because of the different time
windows between electricity production and consumption. At market level, all energy
metering is done per 15 minutes. This is required to track accurately the amount of electricity
produced and consumed to ensure a balance on the grid. This means that even the forecast of
all the electricity producers is forecasted on a 15 minute basis by order of Elia (TSO). The
consumption of the very big companies is even measured real-time per 15 minutes.
The time difference between the big industrial clients and the domestic customers is
significant. For domestic clients verified metering data is available at least every 26 months.
To retrace how much energy was consumed at which time-point at which production or
trading price is impossible, so synthetic profiles are used to simulate the users’ consumption
behavior.
Since a supplier may have to wait up to two years before receiving the end-user’s meter
readings, estimates –differing from the actual consumption -are used in the meantime to allow
budget billing.

4.1.3 ICT market domain
Currently too much effort is wasted verifying incoming data. Moreover, data received from
the DGOs is often overdue causing unnecessary financial risk for suppliers.
Errors are often caused by the fact that the error-ridden databases of many DGOs are not
updated.
Some DGOs send out more inaccurate messages than others. In some cases the data is
manually overwritten by the suppliers, in other cases a new message has to be requested
(MP2.differences in databases market players).
Cleaning of these databases would help (data cleansing needed), but it is a very intensive
process requiring a lot of communication with the energy suppliers: they are very dependent
on the DGO-data and for many fields store a copy in their own databases which then needs to
be correctly synchronized. Direct and correct communication of the DGOs concerning their
databases is necessary. Differences in the databases between the different market parties are
very hard to get rid of. It needs to be investigated which data entry is correct and a
simultaneous update to all market parties needs to be made. Differences in the snapshots and
the current database can also be explained by the difference in timing between the making of
the snapshot and the comparison.
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Changes in the Umig standard (update Umig versions), which describes the procedures for
every market scenario, cause rework at the information systems of all market parties (updates
on information systems). Errors may occur when changes are dealt with either incompletely or
incorrectly.

4.1.4 Action from the market players to these problems
The problems presented in this chapter have a direct impact on the company SPE-Luminus.
But the problems in the market cannot be solved within this report. Therefore some of the
actions that are undertaken in the market, and their status, are briefly discussed: this enables
the reader to form an idea as to how these problems are likely to be solved.
For a solution option of the most important issues stated above, the VREG proposed several
tracks, concentrating both on the short and on the long term. The goal of these concepts was
to create a discussion within the market.
In the first document [VREG 2006] a range of concepts is bundled into six proposals:
1. Track description market roles
This track is designed to implement strict roles for the market parties, with clear
responsibilities for those roles to solve problem MP1.unclear market roles.
2. Track reference model
This track intends to simplify the existing market processes and to appoint processes
to a reference model.
3. Track centralization of the administration tasks of the DGOs
This track investigates whether centralization of the metering master data in the
Flemish region is a possibility and it evaluates the opportunity of a ‘market facilitator’.
4. Track data-cleansing
This proposal regards a data-cleansing operation for the DGOs, in cooperation with
the energy suppliers. The goal is to settle data pollution in the databases and to prevent
new data pollution with market rules.
Data-cleansing is necessary before the migration of all data to a central database. Since
various databases are in equal need of such a data-cleansing operation, it has been
proposed as a separate track to solve problem MP2.differences in databases market
players.
5. Track improvement of the measurement infrastructure
A study needs to be made to check whether or not the current SLPs need to be refined
in order to better match the actual consumption.
A cost-benefit analysis [Schrijner 2008] investigates the use of smart meters in the
market and proposes segments of the market that could be addressed first to solve
problem MP3.different time windows between production and metering. The
enormous amount of work and planning to switch the entire market and the
accompanying costs will require a big time span in which the market will have to deal
with the old as well as with the new measurement situation. For more information on
the subject of smart metering, see appendix 14.1 Smart metering.
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6. Track improvement of the efficiency of the public service obligation
Without touching the original goals set by the government regarding these public
service obligations, agreements within the market could improve the efficiency and
lower the technical and administrative burden of these obligations.
These tracks were presented by the VREG to the sector for their feedback [VREG 2006b]. A
number of the tracks were perceived to be useful and therefore have priority. This was the
case for track 1, track 2 and track 4. Track 5 was perceived as very interesting but required
more study. Track 6 was withdrawn as no market party found it to be very important. Due to
the various responses track 3 was withdrawn as a separate track, the inefficiency issues are
transferred to the other tracks. A number of parties opposed the idea of a central and neutral
facilitator, while others were in favor, so a consensus has clearly not yet been reached. The
majority does however agree that the database cleansing requires a centralized organization.
The remaining four tracks (1, 2, 4 and 5) were proposed to the Flemish Minister of Energy
and were approved of for further investigation [VREG 2006c].
Presently (in August 2008) the tracks are still a work in progress. An update on the design and
implementation is given in [VREG 2008b]. Describing market roles (track 1) takes longer to
complete than was expected from the start. The main reason for the delay is the lack of
available documentation.
Centralization of the administration tasks of the DGOs (track 3) had to concentrate on the data
processes as the source of the data quality problems. This analysis has lead to a
complementary list of problems for track 1. The other factor of the data quality problems,
namely the company information systems and databases, could not be investigated.
Track 1 and 3 serve as a foundation for track 2 (the reference model) so this track 2 has not
yet started.
A cost-benefit analysis is completed within the scope of track 4 (data cleansing). The main
conclusion of this analysis is that smart meters would solely benefit the end-user. It is to be
expected that smart meters – and their real time visualisation of the consumption – would
grow end-user awareness on consumption. A saving on energy and thus a reduction of
revenue for the suppliers and producers is to be expected [Schrijner 2008].
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4.2

Problem analysis at the level of SPE-Luminus

Figure 20 Interrelationship digraph problems SPE-Luminus

4.2.1 Strategic company domain
At the moment SPE-Luminus is in a slow transition from a hierarchical company into a more
process-oriented company (transition to process oriented company). As in most transitions
conflicts may arise between people who are process-minded and the ones who are
hierarchically minded. The new responsibilities of the functions ‘process owner’ and ‘data
owner’ mean that some responsibilities (and thus power) are drawn from hierarchical
managers. This problem can also be found within SPE-Luminus sometimes causing delays
and drops in efficiency when such conflicts arise. Too often concepts are being explored, but
unfortunately implementations do not always follow.
The settlement project 2007 is a pilot: for the first time different vertical processes are linked
to a horizontal process, with corresponding horizontal process owners and overlapping
different departments. Sometimes discussions and frictions arise between horizontal process
owners, vertical process owners and people working on the process, due to unclear
responsibilities. This is stated as a possible risk for this project and needs follow-up.
One of the big problems of incorrect data (either from the market or from changes made
within the company) is that the problem propagates: not only the current settlement is affected
by the incorrect data but also forecasts about future consumption, while these are calculated
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using the same data (SP3.problems with forecast). In doing so, incorrect data can lead to
incorrect forecasts. This might be fined by the market (imbalance fines) resulting in financial
losses, added risk and unnecessarily large provisions are taken to anticipate these risks.
Revenues calculated by the financial department have to be based on partially estimated
values as in many cases no validated consumption is known (incorrect revenue
representation).

4.2.2 Operational company domain
On all incoming data, a validation check is performed. Due to many errors in the data,
backlogs of several thousands of messages await further inspection. In some cases the
validation rules on those messages are loosened so that the messages in backlog would not
cause problems in the workflow (validation rules not consistent). While its solution helps to
eliminate some of the backlog, it also creates errors in the SPE-Luminus database.
The correctness of the incoming data is not the only a problem SPE-Luminus encounters with
the data that are needed to settle. Internally it is not clear who has access to the data fields that
are important for the settlement. Data can be changed undocumented or new data can be
overwritten by old data. These changes can be made because of an assumed error in the
delivered data from the DGO or due to the fact that essential data is missing. However, the
next user who has to work with the data does not know whether the data is original or whether
it was changed later on.
At the moment some fifty high level data fields are related to the settlement project and used
within SPE-Luminus. Seven of those fields are important to perform the settlement and
urgently require a better insight by the people working on the settlement project (SP1.No
overview lifecycle of the important data fields). The seven fields are described in chapter 3.2.
The CRUD (create, read, update, delete) of these fields within the departments is not
transparent, which makes it difficult to optimize the use of these fields within the processes
that have an impact on the settlement process (Problems internal settlement process). So on
the one side there are problems with the data coming from the market (incorrect data received
from DGO) and on the other side there is the problem of how this data is used internally (SP2.
incorrect use of data fields). Through the correct use of these fields, it is possible to match the
energy injection with the consumption and the corresponding bills.

4.2.3 ICT company domain
When DGO messages arrive, they enter a validation stage before they are entered into the
SAP database. In case incorrect messages are found or assumed to be incorrect, they either
require personal attention or a demand for correction is sent to the DGO (backlog messages to
be verified).
Problem ‘SP4. incorrect assumptions or calculations’ in the technical systems triggers
(SP2.)Incorrect use of the data fields. These problems may be caused by false or incomplete
requirements or by changing situations. But errors in the estimates or consumptions will have
an influence on future forecasts.
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4.3

Conclusion

In this chapter an overview of the current problems at the sector and company level is given
and the problems at those two different levels are also split up in the text. Relations between
the problems at the sector and company level are discussed and explained.
To sketch what the market parties are doing, at the moment and in the near future, to face the
presented problems at the sector level, an analysis is made of published reports.
Since the solutions presented are outside the reach and scope of this report, no regulative
cycle is started to discuss those problems.
For the problem mess given in this chapter, problems MP1.unclear market roles,
MP2.differences in databases market players and MP3.different time windows between
production and metering are addressed in the current tracks within the sector.
Problems SP1.no overview lifecycle of the important data fields and part of SP2.incorrect use
of data fields are addressed in the first regulative cycle at the level of the project. Problems
SP4. incorrect assumptions or calculations, SP3.problems with forecast and a part of problem
SP2.incorrect use of data fields are addressed and solved in the second regulative cycle which
is done at the project level but in the end they aid the settlement process at the sector level.
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5 First Regulative Cycle
After the global problem analysis portrayed in chapter 4, the focus of this chapter is on one
specific track of the Settlement project 2007.
During the first quarter of 2007, imbalances between the energy infeed and the metering data
were found. Since the gap was significant, a special combat team named EAGER was
composed to find the sources of this imbalance. They conclude that there is an incomplete
view on the use of the data fields and the lifecycle of the data fields (SP1.No overview
lifecycle of the important data fields).
The track ‘7 fields’ was added to the settlement project to deal with this stated problem. The
track is an analysis of a problem in the regulative cycle of the settlement project. The seven
mentioned data fields are already described in chapter 3.2.1. It is also the basis for the second
regulative cycle presented in chapter 6.
The track initialization document, which provides more information about the track, can be
viewed in appendix 12.1 Track ‘7 fields’ (private).

5.1

Problem definition and assignment

An in-depth analysis of the fields, needed to solve the settlement problem, would be useful as
this leads to a better understanding of the data. An insight of these fields is expected to
improve the quality of the work performance of the other members of the settlement project.
Further insight in the lifecycle of the data needed for the settlement project, would reduce the
amount of redundant work and lower the number of checks, contributing to the overall
efficiency in the settlement project and beyond.
The project goal is to map all use of the data fields and their lifecycle within SPE-Luminus
and to gain a view on the lifecycle of the data fields. For the most urgent and most important
data fields this mapping is done in the track 7 Fields. The main focus of this chapter is on the
data fields related to consumptions and estimates as it is part of this thesis to be the leader of
analysis of those data fields. The more general remarks take the other data fields in account.
The analysis investigates who is actually using the data and in which manner. At the moment
several processes within SPE-Luminus are already documented. Assuming this
documentation is correct and up-to-date, it is still unclear what the lifecycle of the data is.
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5.2

Site specific reference model

In an ideal situation for the project environment the lifecycle of the data, from the moment the
data is received until the moment the data has become obsolete, is known to everybody
involved. In this scenario all data is then processed by SPE-Luminus without errors and
without doing redundant work, making the settlement processes as efficient as possible. Any
changes in the related processes, systems or actors are processed and communicated swiftly.
For the project, the FAST and the 3V work systems repository are the reference models to
check on what levels information is still missing.

5.3

Track method and design

In the first phase of the track, an analysis on the fields is carried out so that a clear view on the
AS IS situation is made available. This analysis tries to work as much as possible with
existing documentation to minimize the amount of re-work. However all documentation
found has to be validated to check whether or not it is still up-to-date and accurate.
The design task of the first regulative cycle is to make an instrument to gather all available
information. This instrument is the use of a template along with the process to enter the data
in the template to make a comprehensive set of documents that fulfill the repository function.
This information has to be readable to most of the employees at SPE-Luminus, so it does not
consist of rigid modeling languages.
The template is called the Business Data Description designed by the data quality manager of
SPE-Luminus. It consists of:
♦ Definition

Formal definition of the business data object.

♦ Owner

Owner of the business data.

♦ Location of
storage

Location within the systems where this business data object is stored,
including the locations used for reporting.

♦ Process context

Displays in which steps of which processes the data object is used.
Lists CRUD actions (Create/Read/Update/Delete) for each
applicable process with reference to the applicable business rules in
these processes.

♦ Usage per User
Group

Describes the data object usage of every user group.
Lists CRUD actions (Create/Read/Update/Delete) for each
applicable group with references to the applicable business rules.

♦ Usage per IT
Application

Describes the usage of the data object of every IT application.
Lists CRUD actions (Create/Read/Update/Delete) for
application with references to the applicable business rules.

each
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♦ Relations

Lists the relations of the data object to other data objects.

♦ Business rules

Lists the business rules applicable to the data object.

♦ Quality
requirements

In case they are known, lists the allowed values, fault margins and
completeness requirements.

♦ Security
Requirements/
Authorizations

Lists users/groups that can read, modify, create and/or delete
(CRUD) data for this data object, measures that have to be taken in
order to ensure the security.

♦ Known issues,
possible
improvements

Lists other problems/possible improvements found.

The process is interviewing the involved employees working at SPE-Luminus to gather the
information.

Figure 21 Interview process

Interviews were held to determine the flow and the content of the data from end-to-end, to
determine a CRUD for these fields. This CRUD helps to display the use of the data across the
company, taking into account the corresponding business rules.
All process related, not already documented process elements, were be discussed with CPO Process Governance.

5.4

Implementation

The implementation of the track was done from April 2007 until July 2007. Five of the seven
data fields were analyzed by the employees of the unit ‘central intelligence reporting’. The
estimates and consumption data fields have been analyzed by the author of the report.
In the first step of the interviews, all key users and process owners of the different
departments were contacted and asked if they were willing to be interviewed.
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Not every department does work with the different data types, but at least this way this
assumption is confirmed.
For the departments that have a relation with the data types, it became clear from the
interviews that not everyone was familiar with the fields. In a number of cases a more suitable
contact person was appointed to answer the questions.
During and after each interview, a draft of the template was filled in. A comparison of the
different interviews with the available documentation was used in order to validate the
available information. In the end the interviewed persons were contacted again to validate the
conclusions before the report could be completed.
Due to the facts that the IT department is understaffed and that only few people have a
broader technical knowledge about the fields, information about the technical location of the
fields could not be validated; therefore it is in some cases incomplete. The IT department
originally agreed on participating in the track, but reconsidered that decision later on. As a
result some questions about certain fields are still open to the department. A request was made
to allow team members to access the source code in order to manually search for the
locations, but for security reasons this request was not met. The open questions will be
addressed by the department as soon as possible.
The deliverables made by the ‘7 Fields’ Track have been handed over to CPO-Data
Governance (who participated in the projects track). The CPO-Data Governance will guard
the situation in order to prevent non-documented changes and to co-ordinate future changes.
One of the biggest advantages of the set of documents that was created is that it has now
become more transparent which people and processes are affected by forthcoming changes,
making training and communication easier.
The main outcome of the track ‘7 fields’ has already been processed in chapter 3.2. The ‘7
Fields’ track outcome improves the view on the lifecycle principles and the data correlation.
But it does not change the lifecycle and is therefore still a part of the AS-IS description.
More information on the analysis of the data fields’ estimates and consumptions is found in
appendix 12.2 Consumption (private) and 12.3 Estimates (private). Business rules on how
data fields should be treated and company specific data fields are both registered in the design
phase of the research. Because of company policy, they are considered confidential.

5.5

Evaluation

The evaluation of the track was done on July 5th, 2007.
It was noted that support of IT was missing in the first stage of the track. IT has agreed to
cooperate and it is currently doing an own analysis of the master data in the system.
During the analysis of the track, a number of risks were recognized that are sources for
current or future problems. An overview of these causes of the problems with the seven fields
was summarized and presented below in Figure 22 Problems with data fields.
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Figure 22 Problems with data fields

The internal causes for the problems with the data fields can be situated into three categories.
♦ Documentation:
o D1. Scattered
documentation

The found documentation is often scattered among different
persons or locations and needs to be asked for.

o D2. Documentation The problem of D1 is not structural. Within the company of
SPE-Luminus space has been dedicated to find all
not up to date
documentation about the processes, work instructions and the
data. However, no-one is responsible for checking if the
documentation is still accurate and whether the last version of
the files are stored.
o D3. Some data
fields not
documented

Not every data field was documented (or documentation could
not be retrieved).
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o D4. Information
disappears when
people leave the
company

Certain implementations of calculations of the data fields
could not be analyzed, since the person who had made the
implementation has left and no documentation was left. This
creates a risk in case something needs to be altered or goes
wrong.

o D5. Technical
information only
with gurus

This situation precedes D4: in some technical implementations
only one or a few people know what is going on. In case they
get sick or switch jobs, no-one is capable of filling the
information-void.
Within the interviews many references to these gurus were
made.

o D6. Availability of
technical data
model

The mere fact that a technical data model still needs to be
determined, makes it unclear on how different data is used,
stored and related to other data. The creation of such a data
model would be an incremental model for the work system
repository.

o D7. No supported
corporate data
model by IT

The IT supports do not corporate a data model that allows
stakeholders to get an overview of the properties of the
cooperate data.

♦ System
o S1. Redundant
data

•

In the system redundant locations of the data fields exist. This
causes extra analysis as needs to be investigated which groups
and processes have access to which location.

S1 may lead to extra internal synchronization problems as all
S1 a.
Synchronization locations have to store the same data at the same time.

o S2. Incorrect
calculations

Calculations were found in the system that sometimes failed to
consistently produce even the simplest correct outcome.

o S3. Validation

Validation rules in the system can be (and sometimes are)
turned off. This causes incorrect data to enter the system,
which is very hard to detect and to correct. Even when turned
on, the validation rules do not seem to be working 100% and
thus allow incorrect data to enter the system.
Data that needs a manual verification, after the validation rules
prevented it from following the workflow, may cause problems
later on when the data is released into the system when newer
data had already been stored.

o S4. Not all
calculations are
transparent

It is not precisely known what happens in every calculation.
This cause is correlated with D4 and D5.
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o S5. Multiple input The data may enter the system in various file formats. These
formats are often in the EDIFACTS format, CSV format, XLS
formats
format and through email (which then needs to be manually
inserted into the system). The possible combination of these
methods complicates back-tracing.
o S6. New internal
data fields

In case of D3 and D4, developers sometimes create new
internal data fields so that they are certain of its content and to
make new calculations. This causes a proliferation of the
amount of data fields.

o S7. Unused data
fields

Data fields without any users were found in the track. This can
be explained by the fact that sometimes new data fields are
ordered by the UMIG standard.

o S8. Data
overwritable

Data received through EDIFACTS messages from the market
may be altered manually without a trace of the original value.
This may have consequences as the data in SPE-Luminus
database needs to be the same as the data in the DGO database
to avoid settlement problems.

♦ People
o P1. Awareness

There is very little awareness within the SPE-Luminus
company about the data fields that are so important to the
company. Few of the key users knew of the existence of the
data fields and knew the importance of their correct usage.

•

P1a. Fields
treated wrong
manner

Data fields were in some cases not filled in when manually
inserted into the system because they did not seem to be
important.

•

P1b. Only
needed to bill

The data fields were in some cases only used when they were
useful for billing the customer. If the data field was not used
for this task, chances of errors are much higher. The users are
not always aware that misuse of the data fields may cost the
company money beyond the billing process.

o P2. Wrong
definitions

People use wrong definitions for data fields, which causes
confusion and errors.

o P3. Unclear
responsibilities

Responsibilities about the ownership and data retrieval of the
data fields are unclear and need to be sorted out.

o P4.
Communication
stakeholders

The communication between the different stakeholders needs
to improve. This cause is also correlated with P2 and P3.
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o P5. Power

Power comes into play when sharing of information is not done
automatically. People seem reserved about being responsible
for a data field, but they sometimes withhold information to
gain power and become indispensable.

o P6. Lack
cooperation

Cooperation over the data fields is not something that often
happens spontaneously.
This problem is correlated to P1, P4 and P5.

o P7. No overview of No person seemed to have an overview of all data fields, this
was mainly caused by the proliferation of the fields and the
fields
missing documentation.

♦ External market
The external causes have a clear influence on the problems related to the data fields. But the
external problems were already discussed in chapter 4 (Problem Analysis).
The data fields that are sent by the market parties are the same for the entire energy market.
Companies need to comply so that no differences in the different databases occur; several
reasons however make this hard to obtain.

5.6

Conclusion

In the first regulative cycle the problem SP1.No overview lifecycle of the important data
fields) and the related problem of an incomplete filled repository within SPE-Luminus are
solved for seven important data fields. An instrument is designed that consists of a template
and a process to fill in the template to gather all available information. Working as a ‘leader
of analysis’ on two of the seven fields was one part of the actual practical hands on experience
within SPE-Luminus.
Due to this ‘7 fields’ track the lifecycle is now known for those seven fields and a structural
solution option is given so that the lifecycle remains accurate.
For this report it was decided to mention the overall problems found in the 7 fields track in the
generic description in chapter Problem Analysis. However, by discussing the encountered
problems in the first regulative cycle it emphasizes the depth analysis and does not drown in
the higher level problem description. Due to the track several of these risks have been
minimized. This is the case for the entire branch of documentation errors. Redundant data
locations were found, so by eliminating any manual operations to these redundant places, time
(and thus money) can be saved. Unclear responsibilities were uncovered and awareness was
raised among the employees.
From this evaluation a new regulative cycle will begin. A subproblem, S2 Incorrect
calculations, will be selected, analyzed and a solution option will be designed.
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6 Second Regulative Cycle

6.1

Introduction

From the mapping and analysis done in the First Regulative Cycle, two sets of problems can
be categorized:
♦ Problems originating from the market. Errors in messages and differences in the market
players’ databases are the main examples in this case.
♦ Problems originating from within the company e.g. bad processes, wrong documentation
or human errors.
Within this set another subset is found:
o Problems from within the technical systems. Incorrect assumptions or
calculations lead to errors in the data fields.
The second regulative cycle is located in this last subset. The selected problem in this chapter
is S2.Incorrect calculations.
Estimates are not the only data field that suffer from incorrect calculation but as an example
during the research done in the first regulative the estimate calculated annual volume (CAV)
is discussed.
The analysis of the selected problem happens internally and is a direct result of the internal
settlement project 2007. But when the calculations are corrected and more reliable estimations
are used, this will influence the settlement process at the sector level. For this reason the
second regulative cycle is placed at the sector level.

6.2

Monitoring

In a better environment, SPE would be able to trust the data received from the DGO and
internal calculated estimates would not be necessary. If internal calculated estimates are
necessary they should be as accurate as possible to the actual consumption.
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In an almost perfect environment, all end-users would have smart meters which would make
estimates and settlement unnecessary. For more information on smart meters see appendix
14.1.

6.2.1 Problem selection
In the Business Data Description for Estimates document that is produced in the first
regulative cycle, two risks were discovered in the calculation:
♦ In case the consumptions, provided through EDIEL messages, are not yet loaded into the
system (SAP IS-U), the consumptions in the system are entered as zero values. But these
are incorrectly used by the CAV calculation program as real values.
♦ In case a profile measured Luminus customer decided to end his contract but later decides
to renew it, the period in which no contract was present is still used in the CAV
calculation.
The assignment for the second regulative cycle is to find the source of the two calculation
mismatches and to offer a solution option for these two problems. A database file with all the
recorded CAV values was used for the analysis of the problems. Due to the gigantic size of
the number of records, the focus was on the monthly measured costumers. As discussed in the
appendix 13.1 CAV (private), the CAV has the most value for this kind of end-users.
For the analysis some sixty records were investigated: in search of an explanation for the
initial errors or even for additional ones.

6.2.2 Orientation of problem S2. Incorrect calculations
The Calculated Annual Volume (‘berekend jaar volume’ [BJV] in Dutch) is an internal
estimate created to enable a verification of the EAV values provided by the DGO. These EAV
values have proved to not always be accurate. Therefore, SPE-Luminus has decided to use
past consumptions to be able to quickly calculate a bench mark value. The CAV is less
accurate in its calculation than the EAV: the EAV uses a SLP curve to simulate a yearly
consumption in time frames of 15 minutes. A CAV only uses a simple mathematical rule to
normalize the consumption to 365 days. The CAV therefore does not take seasonal
consumption into account.
In brief, this estimate is mainly used to forecast consumption for the monthly measured
customers.
Example of the calculation:
From 24.7.2007 a period of 365 days is collected. If the program tries the day
26.07.2006 only 363 days of consumption are collected. Since more history is
available, the program uses the date 28.06.2006 and therefore uses the historic data of
391 days.
All consumptions are counted, divided by 391 and multiplied by 365 to get a
normalized consumption for a period of 365 days.
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Figure 23 Monthly example consumptions part A (anonymized)

Figure 24 Monthly example consumptions part B (anonymized)

The official estimates “estimated monthly volume” (EMV) calculated by the DGOs contain
too many errors, so they are usually overwritten by the CAV estimations. These monthly
metered customers consume a significant amount of energy and are usually small to mediumsized businesses. It is important to be able to forecast the consumption of this group in a
reliable manner to avoid imbalance costs. Any improvements realized in the forecast lead to
better forecasts and result in fewer fines.
Even more important in scope of this report: correct estimates lead to a more correct infeed on
the electricity grid, and thus a smoother reconciliation once the meter readings are collected.
More information on the CAV is found in appendix 13.1 CAV (private).

6.3

Analysis

Abnormalities were sought in abnormal differences between the new CAV values and those
of the previous calculations and also in anomalities in the number of days used for the
calculation of the CAV. Normally the number of days is around 365 days. Since the
customers are measured every month, this value should not deviate too much. However in
several cases the number of days mounted to over a thousand.
All examples in the report are anonymized to comply with the company policy.

6.3.1 First type or error: Elimination of zero values for electricity
Received EDIEL consumption messages which are not loaded into the system cause zero
values in the past consumption. These zero values are then used in the calculation of the CAV
though this is not a correct representation of the real situation. A distinction between gas and
electricity needs to be made for this problem as the problem is only valid for electricity.
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Example monthly measured installation A

Figure 25 Past values with zero consumption (anonymized)

The zeros are caused by EDIEL messages that included meter readings and the consumption,
which both have been manually removed:
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Figure 26 Analysis of the EDIEL messages for zero consumption (anonymized)

As a direct result of this action, the CAV is calculated over a period of 303 days while there is
only useful information available over a period of 126 days. The calculation of the zero values
drags the normalized consumption down, rendering it useless as estimation.
An important remark is necessary here: activities of some companies are seasonal and
companies may close during certain months. This allows consumption to be close to zero for
electricity and even become zero for gas. Therefore the solution option for this problem will
require an assumption.
In some of other anomalies found in the research the consumption did not drop completely to
zero but changed in a significant manner. These are external factors that are very hard to be
specified or calculated. Possible scenarios are that the customers had internal restructurings or
a change in equipment. However further analysis could not find any errors in the handling of
the messages.

6.3.2 Second type or error: Detection of returning customer
At the moment no detection is provided in the CAV calculation program to detect periods in
which a customer was not supplied by SPE-Luminus. Because the calculation program will
gather a consumption period of 365 days, it can possibly overlap a period of several years for
which no consumption data is available, nevertheless the time frame will still be used in the
mathematical calculation. This causes the result of the calculation to be much lower than the
actual consumption values and the corresponding estimate provided by the DGO.
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This fault can be explained, while the system sets the date 31/12/9999 (indefinite) as the
move-out date. When a customer does return and a time frame is added with the new contract
date, the previous contract’s move-out date is set to the day prior to the second contract.
Example monthly measured installation B

Figure 27 Consumption returning customer (anonymized)

Figure 28 Time schematic returning customer

In this case the customer left in February 2003 to return in October 2006. The program is built
to gather 365 days of consumption data, if enough consumption data is provided in the
program. It does not detect that there is a huge gap in time and will in this case use 1642 days
as duration for its mathematical rule, bringing the entire estimation down and making it
useless.
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Figure 27
Consumption returning customer (anonymized) also shows that when the
customer returned, the time frame was capped to the day before the new contract. In this
figure it is also clear that the last time frame is again 31.12.9999.

6.4

Design

Since two error types are given, the solution option is also twofold.

6.4.1 First type of error: Elimination of zero values for electricity
In the analysis phase it is stated that a good assumption needs to be made before suggesting a
solution option to the problem.

Assumption
Because of the difference between gas and electricity and the fact that assumptions need to be
trusted, there is a complicated problem. It is a matter of choosing the most realistic option.
Are zero values for electricity consumption realistic or is a zero value far more often a
symptom of an error?
The assumption for this solution option is that real zero value consumptions for electricity do
not exist or exist proportionally in much fewer cases than where the zero consumption is in
fact an error. Even one small emergency light of 2W would cause a monthly consumption of
1440W, which would be detected.
In the case of gas, a consumption of zero is plausible as many companies only use gas for
heating and only need to heat during the winter period. This is also the reason why zero
values should only be excluded from the calculation of the electricity estimate.
To determine how many days of consumption are needed to have a relevant CAV, a
percentage is used for the extrapolation of the unbilled revenues. Experience and the advice of
the Belgian official regulator have set the bar for relevant days to 30% of the total period. For
the CAV this would correspond to a time window of 100 days before the calculation would
become relevant.
A last assumption is that in case of a move, the new inhabitants will consume a comparable
amount of energy: this assumption is important as the historic consumption of an installation
is used, rather than the historic consumption of an inhabitant. This problem is bypassed by
asking a new monthly measured customer some of his historic consumptions. The CAV can
be calculated based on those values and is entered into the SAP IS-U system.
Both assumptions are verified by SPE-Luminus.
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Solution
The proposed solution is to add a validation function in the calculation program of the CAV.
As soon as a zero value is encountered for the calculation of the CAV for electricity, the
calculation needs to be stopped.
If a relevant number of days is retrieved, the calculation may take place to determine the
CAV. If an insufficient number of days of consumption is found, the calculation for that
installation needs to be terminated.
For gas only the change in relevant number of days needs to be implemented, as zero values
for gas consumption are realistic.

6.4.2 Second type or error: Detection of returning customer
Solution
The time frames need to be adjusted so that they correctly identify the start and end times of
the contract. The end time frame should not display an indefinite date, but should be changed
to the actual end of the time frame. Note that this is mainly a problem for B2B as this is
already corrected in the B2C process. So it would be strongly advisable to review the solution
for B2C and then implement the same solution for B2B.

Figure 29 Example correct time frame B2C

6.5

Implementation and evaluation

There was not enough time available to do the actual implementation of the proposed solution
or to learn the SAP language ABAP to make the changes. At the time the IT department still
had a staffing problem so they could not dedicate a co-worker to work on the solution option.
A meeting with several stakeholders was arranged on October 10th 2007, in order to have an
evaluation on the proposed solution option. The roles present were Project leader of
settlement 2007, IT architect, Data Quality Manager, member of the Central Intelligence
group and the author of this report.
It was unanimously agreed that for the first type of error it was best that time frame for
calculation stopped after the first invalid entry. This decision was made mainly for computertechnical reasons.
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For the second type of error it was agreed that the solution for B2C customers would serve as
reference for the B2B problem.
The meeting report on the second regulative cycle is available in appendix E.2.
For the second regulative cycle an incremental model is added to the SPE-Luminus Work
Repository. Since the problem of the CAV is located in the third V, a requirements delta
model is added to the ICT models in the repository. The added model is found in appendix
13.3 Incremental model – requirements delta (private).

6.6

Conclusion

The second regulative cycle, in contrast to the first regulative cycle, takes place on the level of
the settlement process because it is an indirect improvement to this process. In this second
regulative cycle the problem S2. Incorrect calculations, detected in the first regulative cycle
and causing an estimate to be invalid in some situations, is solved.
During the analysis a list of EAVs and CAVs for all customers was investigated.. There was a
clear focus on the CAV of the monthly metered customers because they are the main users of
the estimate. In contrast to the yearly metered customers, monthly metered customers have
high consumptions, which make the CAV estimate for those consumptions even more
important.
After the analysis two errors became apparent: the elimination of zero values for electricity
and an error that appeared if an end-user renewed his contract with SPE-Luminus after a
certain time. Due to the focus on the monthly metered customers, it can not be excluded that
other CAV problems still exist for other types of customers. It may even be that still other
problems exist for monthly metered customers but their impact will be limited. In some cases,
the CAV of certain customers differed substantially from their EAV value but this difference
can be explained by internal changes within the infrastructure of that customer and is not
inherent to errors within the data. On the basis of assumptions validated by SPE-Luminus,
two proposals were made to solve these two problems. The proposals were later approved by
the stakeholders in a meeting and added as incremental models to the work system repository
of SPE-Luminus.

.
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7 Conclusion
This chapter recapitulates the findings of the report, verifies whether the initial report
assignment is met and suggests future research in the energy sector.
Level

Problem
addressed

Solution
designed

Sector model

Work system
repository with
3V at sector
level

not applicable

Company
model

Work system
repository with
3V at company
level

not applicable

SP1.No
overview
lifecycle of the
important data
fields

Business data
description
template and
interview
process

Perform
interviews and
hand over the
business data
description
documents to
CPO

Assumption
and two
proposals

Two proposals
approved and
increment model
added to work
system repository

SP4. incorrect
assumptions
or calculations
and more in
detail

Implementation

S2. Incorrect
calculations
Figure 30 Overview of the report at the different levels

After the introduction (chapter 1) and the description of the research method (chapter 2), the
report started with the mapping of the current situation in a work system repository (chapter
3). First the external energy sector and the settlement process, with a main focus on the
Flemish electricity market is discussed. Then the internal organization SPE-Luminus and the
internal settlement project 2007 were modeled.
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From this AS-IS situation and the models, the current problems at both levels of the sector
and the company are enumerated (chapter 4).
The track ‘7 fields’, added to the settlement project 2007, focuses to eliminate the problem
SP1.No overview lifecycle of the important data fields after this problem was identified by an
task team in the first quarter of 2007. Two data fields, consumptions and estimates, were
chosen within the scope of this problem analysis and with a link to the ‘7 fields’ track within
the settlement project 2007 at the company level. The research done on these two data fields
was done in the first regulative cycle.
Among the problems and risks found in these two data fields a subproblem was selected (SP4.
incorrect assumptions or calculations and in further detail S2. Incorrect calculations) and a
solution was proposed in the second regulative cycle.
In this report can be read that for the sector the depth of the analysis is two Vs deep. At
company level the depth of the analysis is the complete three Vs deep due to the ICT analysis
in the ‘7 fields track’ and on the CAV estimate.
The Settlement Project 2007 will be closed by the end of August 2008. The results, the
experience and the processes gathered allow the transition from a project back to operational
modus. What used to take a long time, because the optimal processes and optimal way of
working needed to be established, can now be done in a quicker routinely manner. The track
‘solve the past’ should have given a clean database to plug on the new processes of the new
UMIG. This cleansing has not been completed and still causes errors.
The liberalization of the market caused the introduction of many new processes and market
players. It takes the sector a while to tune to each other.
In general, settlement is a time interoperability issue. On the one side electricity is produced
and traded on a 15 minute basis. On the other hand it may take up to 26 months before it is
clear how much energy on that 15 minute basis went to a particular customer of a particular
supplier.
Therefore settlement is not an issue for the RLP clients. Their consumption is also measured
on a 15 minute basis, so it is relatively easy to match the energy production with the energy
consumption. A solution would be to install ‘smart meters’ on every consumption point. This
solution option would not only cancel the need for a settlement process but would also reduce
the problem of forecasting production. It would allow far more accurate consumption profiles,
not only per group of users, but ideally also per individual end-user.
Another main problem is that of the data quality. Even smart meters will not prevent errors in
data messages if the current market architecture and processes are not changed. Many
different DGOs have databases that have to be synchronized with the data in the databases of
the other market parties. A central neutral market party responsible for all consumption and
meter data could be a valid solution to this problem. Should smart metering prove not to be a
valid option for the market parties, it would allow this new central data party to simplify the
settlement processes such as reconciliation.
With the coming of the new UMIG standard a lot of new messages and interactions are going
to be introduced. To prepare SPE-Luminus for this extra complexity a new analysis is
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currently going on to add a ‘process integration engine’ on top of all systems. This should
allow the business processes and logic to be visible among all the data.

7.1

Compliance with the initial assignment

At the end of this report it is appropriate to see to what degree the initial assignment has been
fulfilled.
1. What does the site specific reference model for the SPE-Luminus settlement project
look like?
The site specific reference model is referenced in chapter 5.2 and in 6.2. To recap: the
ideal site specific reference model would be that no time difference would exist
between the selling and the measuring of the energy. It would make the entire
settlement project and process become obsolete because no settlement between the
market players has to take place.
2. Analyze the problems within the settlement process.
3. Define the cause of these problems.
Research question 2 and 3 are rewritten into the more general:
♦

Describe the present situation of energy sector, the location of the settlement
process within this sector and within the company SPE-Luminus in models.

The initial answer for this research question is briefly found in the introduction. An
extensive answer is given in chapter 3. The research question is split up into two
different levels: the sector and the meso level. The models were placed in repositories
at the appropriate level. The structure of those repositories is derived from COMET.
The current problems and their causes within the settlement process at the sector level
and within the settlement project at the company level are found in chapter 4.
4. Give an in depth analysis of a subproblem.
5. Provide a design of a solution for this subproblem.
Research questions 4 and 5 are rewritten into two new research questions and are done
at the settlement project level and at the settlement project level.
♦

Determine the root causes within the extra added track ‘7 fields’ in the
settlement project and investigate the two important data fields of the
estimates and the consumptions thoroughly.

Figure 22 Problems with data fields is the solution option for the second research
question. It is an overview of the all found root causes and risks within the 7 fields
track. However, to completely understand the problems related to this track, an
overview of the problems at the sector level and at the level of the settlement project is
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also needed. These related higher level problems are discussed in chapter 4 at the
appropriate level.
The analysis performed within the track was done by interviewing the key persons
within the company to gather a complete image of the situation. Due to involuntary
lack of support of the IT department, some of the IT questions remained open.
No incremental model is added to the first regulative cycle. It is an analysis of the ASIS situation but it is outside of the principals’ knowledge. In the end the growth of the
number of data fields proved to be a concern for the principals.
♦ Find a solution for the situations where a certain estimate for electricity is
not realistic.
The situations where the CAV estimates for electricity are not realistic are presented
in the second regulative cycle in chapter 6. The CAV has situations where estimates
are dragged down because of zero values in the consumption or by an incorrect
number of days over which the estimation is done. Solution options are presented and
approved to overcome these situations.
These solution options were presented in an increment model added to the company
repository.
6. Determine whether or not the process oriented way of working can be used for other
projects and which are the elements of acceptation of the working method for the rest
of the company. Keep in mind the maturity of SPE.
For the settlement project 2007 the process oriented way of working was not a
complete success. On the one hand the awareness in process minded thinking has
certainly grown and shown positive results. One result is that a new project will start
to implement a ‘process integration engine’. On the other hand the planned dashboard
for the settlement variables in SPE-Luminus is not in operation in one single
dashboard and the new function of horizontal process owner has also been discarded.
Keeping in mind that the maturity of SPE with regard to process management has
raised considerably the last 18 months, the process oriented way of working is very
likely to be used again. Presumably it is already going to be used in the new project
around the integration and operation of the new expected ‘process integration engine’.

7.2

Recommendations for SPE-Luminus

A recommendation for SPE-Luminus at the end of this report would be to further investigate
the other data fields related to the settlement processes within SPE-Luminus. At the moment
the seven most important ones have been investigated and they uncovered some surprises.
Another recommendation for SPE-Luminus is to try to find some way to regain a horizontal
settlement process view. At the end of the settlement process 2007 the tasks executed within
the settlement project are transferred to the hierarchical departments who now know how to
perform the settlement tasks more efficiently, but SPE-Luminus lacks a total overview of the
settlements process.
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7.3

Recommendations for further research

It would be interesting to investigate the reasons behind the resistance to change. Both smart
metering and a market facilitator could very much simplify current market processes and,
economically more important, could save money.
The comment of one of the market parties in [VREG 2006b], requesting a halt for the next
five years on any changes in the market, could indicate that changes are happening too
quickly for some. The immaturity of the energy market (characterised by the many mergers),
the migrations of end-users and the adjustment to messaging protocols and processes, may
have lead to a fatigue to any new changes. It may therefore be worthwhile to investigate to
what degree the new UMIG is actually uniformly implemented in the systems of the market
parties.
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9 Appendix A

9.1

Initial assignment

Problem statement
For the second time a settlement project is being executed within SPE-Luminus. The purpose
of this project is to ensure a final billing of the energy invoices between the different parties
in the energy sector. These parties are: the energy-producers, the energy suppliers, the
transport and the distribution companies and in the end the customers.
The settlement project consists of 3 subtracks (‘market development’, ‘Solve the past’ en
‘internal processes’). Within the subtrack ‘Solve the past’, historic data contamination is
smoothed out and a clear view on the past and the energy settlement of the year 2005 is
gained. Not only is the processing of the data from the past a problem, at present the
departments also happen to have mutual problems with the data that is presented to them from
the market or from within SPE-Luminus itself.
Important to note is that the settlement project is the first project, within the new SPE, that
makes use of a horizontal end-to-end process through all functional departments. A central
“horizontal process owner” has been appointed.
The benefit of process oriented thinking has not yet sunken in with the higher management
and people still tend to think in a hierarchical structure. This sometimes results in a
commitment that is too limited.

Focus
In order to determine the big problems within SPE-Luminus, the company needs to be
compared to a best case reference model adjusted to the size, revenue, locations etc of SPELuminus (site specific reference model). Within the settlement project a subproblem is
defined and a solution is designed.

Rudimentary research questions:
1. What does the site specific reference model for the SPE-Luminus settlement project
look like?
2. Analyze the problems within the settlement processes.
3. Define the cause of these problems.
4. Give an in depth analysis of a subproblem.
5. Provide a design of a solution for this subproblem.
6. Determine whether or not the process oriented way of working can be used for other
projects and which are the elements of acceptation of the working method for the rest
of the company. Keep in mind the maturity of SPE.
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10 Appendix B

10.1

Federal structure and responsibilities in the kingdom of Belgium

The political situation in Belgium is fairly unique and complicated.
Belgium has a federal structure which contains five other governments besides the federal
government. It is also one of the few countries that use the federal structure as a means to
separate the different parts rather than to join them.
Belgium is divided into three Communities: the French, the Flemish and the German
speaking communities. They manage the issues related to the individual and the language,
such as culture, recreation, sports, education.
Besides the different communities, Belgium is also divided into three Regions: the Flemish,
the Walloon and the Brussels Region.

Figure 31 Overview Belgian state [Federal State]
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In Flanders, the administrations of the Flemish communality and the Flemish region have
joined their institutions so they only have one government and one parliament. In Wallonia
however there are two different governments and parliaments.

This means that Belgium has five different governments, four of which have a Minister of
Energy.
•
•
•
•

Federal Minister of Energy
Flemish Minister of Energy
Minister of Energy for the region Brussels
Minister of Energy for the Walloon region.
The federal government is responsible for:
• tariffs and prices
• high voltage transportation
• storage and transportation of natural gas
• nuclear energy.
The regional governments are responsible for:
• distribution of all electricity < 70kV
• distribution of natural gas
• promotion of the rational use of energy
• promotion of ecologically sound energy.

All disputes about jurisdiction between the different governments are handled by a court of
arbitration.

10.2

Synthetic Load Profile (SLP)

SLP – Synthetic Load Profile - is an estimate made every year that is based on a rich history
of electricity usage. This estimate is used to outline the usage of specific groups of customers,
but it will always differ from reality. SLP is a series of numbers represented as a curve, which
reproduces energy usage per fifteen minutes. This series is constructed by the DGO, whom is
also responsible for it. A specific SLP-curve makes is possible to derive the usage of a type of
client, by taking out just one point in time. For instance, a client will use 0.0005% of his
yearly energy usage on day 35 at 22h15.
However, SLP cannot be used on its own. To determine not only the usage in percentage, but
also the actual usage measured in kWh the SLP is multiplied with the EAV.
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There is only a limited amount of SLPs available, which makes the risk on errors quite big.
When speaking about a large variety and number of clients, this does not form a problem.
However, this is not the case for suppliers that focus on a certain type of customer. They have
to encounter larger miscalculations.
SLP is used to determine the consumption of all clients not using real time metering, being
individuals and small companies. Larger companies though, have got their own equipment to
define their usage in real time.
SLP – Synthetic Load Profile - is an estimate made every year, based on a rich history of
electricity usage. This estimate is used to outline the usage of specific groups of customers,
but it will always differ from reality. SLP is a series of numbers represented as a curve, which
reproduces energy usage per fifteen minutes. This series is constructed by the DGO, who is
also responsible for it. A specific SLP-curve makes is possible to derive the usage of a client,
by taking out just one point in time. For instance, a client will use 0.0005% of his yearly
energy usage on day 35 at 22h15.
However, SLP cannot be used on its own. To determine not only the usage in percentage, but
also the actual usage measured in kWh, the SLP is multiplied with the Estimated Annual
Volume (EAV).
There is only a limited amount of SLPs available, which makes the risk of errors quite big.
When speaking about a large variety and number of clients, this does not form a problem.
However, this is not the case for suppliers who focus on a certain type of customer. They have
to encounter larger miscalculations.
SLP is used to determine the consumption of all clients who do not use real time metering: i.e.
individuals and small companies. Larger companies though, have got their own equipment to
define their usage in real time.

10.3

S-LWS.varm.Indicator Register (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.

10.4

S-LWS.varm.Value and Risk register (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.
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10.5

S-LWS.mom.Asset Model (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.

10.6

S-LWS.mom.Resource Model (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.

10.7

S-LWS.ICT.Requirements Model (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.

10.8

S-LWS.ICT.Component Model (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.

10.9

EDIEL

EDIEL (Electronic Data Interchange in the Electricity Industry) is the standard language for
most messages exchanged on the Belgian energy market. EDIEL is based on EDIFACT
(Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Trading), the international
protocol for electronic data-exchange, which was developed by the United Nations.
EDIEL clusters different types of standard messages.
UTILTS (UTILities Time Series) messages follow up the controls of one process.
UTILMD (UTILities Master Data) messages are used to exchange relatively stable data.
Consequently they are the most important messages.
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11 Appendix C

11.1

Root cause Ineffective energy market

Figure 37 Ishikawa root ineffective energy market

Market Processes
PS1. Complexity of
market processes

The complexity of the market processes has become a
problem. Processes as mystery switch and the physical
moving of customers should become more comprehensive.
These processes should also include the settlement processes,
but in order to keep the diagram understandable, it was
separated into a separate branch.

PS1a. Public Service One of the complex processes is the public service obligations.
Obligations
These include:
•
•
•

limited free energy: each domestic end-user is entitled
to a certain amount of free energy;
social tariff: tariff plan for the financially challenged;
budget meter: prepay meter installation.

The responsibilities for these processes are divided between
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the supplier and the DGO, in fact making a strict separation of
the functions impossible.
PS2. Insufficient
stimulant to improve

The market processes are not all defined or in place or no
fines can be imposed if violations against the existing
processes are found [VREG 2006][SERV 2006]. This
mentality can mainly be situated in the monopoly that the
DGOs have on the distribution.

PS3. Meter readings

The process of receiving the meter readings is not always
tuned to the billing by the supplier.

PS3a. Difference in
time windows

PS4. Settlement

PS4b. Allocation

Due to the fact that the supplier sometimes has to wait up to
two years to receive meter readings of the end-user, estimates
have to be used to allow budget billing in the meanwhile.
These estimates may differ from the actual consumption.
All processes that lead to paying off all bills between the
market parties. These imbalances originate in faults in the
processes and the difference in the time window between
generation (or trading) and the billing of the consumptions.
Monthly calculation to determine how much energy is
allocated to which market player. For non-AMR installations
(almost all domestic end-users), the calculation is done based
on estimates instead of on real consumptions.

PS4a. Reconciliation Reconciliation is the process that corresponds with the
allocation. Where the allocation used estimates for customers
without an AMR installation, the reconciliation happens when
the actual meter readings are available. This process
eliminates the errors made by the estimates. Since not all
meter readings have been gathered as of 2003 (liberalization
of the Flemish market) the entire reconciliation process has
not been completed.
Market Data
D1. Validation

All received data has to be validated. Any errors in the process
lead to lists in the workflow which require special attention.

D1a. Errors in
access-register

Errors in the access database lead to propagate errors in the
other databases (also known as pollution).

D1b. Snapshots of
database

DGOs give snapshots of their databases at a given moment. By
comparing the snapshot with the other databases, an estimate
on the number of errors and evolutions in the pollutions can be
visualized.
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D1c. Database
synchronization
problems

Delays in the receiving and validating of the messages may
lead to database synchronization problems among the different
market parties. Messages collected in fall out lists due to
validation problems, may be added to the databases after a
newer version of the message has been stored. These kind of
errors generally lead to synchronization problems.

Market Situation
MS1.
roles

Unclear

market Due to the lack of a market-wide model, the different roles in
the market somehow decided which roles got which
responsibilities. But these are not always clear to everyone.

The former monopolist Electrabel together with its main
competitor SPE control the majority of the market and the
production.
As long as people do not encounter real
competition on the market and are afraid to switch suppliers
because of possible errors and a difficult aftermath, this de
facto monopoly is hard to breach.
MS7. Financial risks for The DGOs cannot be fined or held responsible for their errors.
And the DGOs can charge the suppliers for the distribution
suppliers
costs over their network even though the actual end-user has
not paid yet (and may never do).
These situations cause financial risks for the suppliers who
have to prepare budgets to cover those risks.

MS2. Oligopolic market

MS4. Multiple regulators One of the current situations is that the regulation of the
Belgian energy market happens on a lot of different levels:
•

Europe
The European legislation states that customers should
have freedom of choice as to which supplier they
prefer. For the Belgian energy market this meant that
the existing monopoly had to end and that other
companies could supply the energy.

•

Federal
The federal regulator is responsible to assure the correct
processes of
o fixing the rates and enforcing social tariffs for
those who need it;
o enforcing public service obligations;
o controlling storage and transportation of gas;
o controlling productions of electricity and
nuclear energy;
o the transportation of high voltage electricity
(more than 70kV).
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The federal regulator is the CREG.
•

Regional
The regional regulator is responsible to assure the
correct process of
o distribution of the electricity (less or equal than
70kV) and the gas;
o creating awareness of more efficient and green
sources of energy;
o promoting the rational consumption of energy.
The regional regulators are
o VREG: for the Flemish region;
o CwaPE: for the Walloon region;
o Bim: for the region of Brussels.

According to the VREG document, the distribution of the
responsibilities of the regulators is not optimal.
MS5. Bundling

The suppliers still have a maximum of 30% shares in the
DGOs. This bundling causes them to have mixed interests.

MS6. Multiple players in Since the liberalization of the market, many new roles had to
be defined and they had to learn to cooperate with an entire
market
market instead of just being part of the vertical company as it
was during the monopoly. This transition takes time.
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12 Appendix D

12.1

Track ‘7 fields’ (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.
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12.2

Consumption (private)

Note: This text is a summary of the original document “Business Data Description
Consumption” for the ‘7 fields’ track in the settlement project and does therefore not contain
all of the original information. Only the relevant information and conclusions for the
assignment were kept.
Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.

12.3

Estimates (private)

Note: This text is a summary of the original document “Business Data Description Estimates”
for the ‘7 fields’ track in the settlement project and does therefore not contain all the original
information. Only the relevant information and conclusions for the assignment were kept.
Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.
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13 Appendix E

13.1

CAV (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.

13.2

Meeting minutes irq_7fields_cav (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.

13.3

Incremental model – requirements delta (private)

Due to reasons of confidentiality, this appendix is not public.
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14 Appendix F :

14.1
14.1.1

Smart metering
Introduction

A Smart meter refers to a type of advanced consumption meter that allows more functions
than a standard conventional meter.
These added functions may vary from type to type but generally include:
♦ real time or near real time consumption readings;
♦ a communication port to send the data to the metering company. This communication
can again happen in various ways such as a plain internet connection, a radiofrequency
connection or transmitting the data over the power line.
Nowadays the meter readings are recorded by the metering company who has to physically
send an employee over just to read the meter. An alternative is that the customer him-/herself
has to read the meter and send the data to the metering company, but even in this case the
employee of the metering company has to come once in a while. This method of working
forces the market parties to work with estimated consumptions as the real consumptions
cannot be measured frequently.
Smart meters allow recording the consumption at given intervals and transmitting those
recordings to the metering companies.

14.1.2

Transmission of the data

The transmission to the metering companies may happen through various means:
♦ Internet
The data can easily be transmitted over standard TCP/IP protocol from the meter to the
metering company. The DGO may send specific commands to the smart metering in
order to change settings.
The transmission of the data cannot rely on the fact whether or not the end-user has an
internet connection, so a solution has to be found for this issue.
♦ Mobile internet
Each smart meter may be equipped with a mobile internet modem operating on a SIM
card. This way any dependencies to an existing internet access or the cost of a
propriety infrastructure which relies on cables into the customers houses, is
eliminated.
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♦ Communication over power lines
The data is transmitted over the power lines from the meters to a data concentrator per
district. From this data concentrator on, the communication may happen over the
standard IP protocol.

14.1.3 Benefits of smart metering
Several general benefits are awarded to smart meters:
♦ Increased rational use
Due to the fact that an end-user can actually monitor his consumption, an increase in
rational energy consumption is to be expected. As promoting the rational use of
energy is one of the tasks of the regional regulators, it can be expected that these
parties will be in favor of implementing the technology.
♦ Fraud and leakage detection
The power consumption in a certain area can be monitored by the DGO in greater
detail, this allows the possibility to detect and locate fraud or leakages. Per district it
can be calculated from the available data, that the energy distributed in a region is in
fact also consumed in that region.
♦ Reduction costs measurement
Metering companies can cut back on measuring costs: employees no longer need to be
sent out to measure the consumptions.
♦ Better competition
Allowing energy prices to change dynamically on the different moments of the day,
can be used to build a customized tariff plan for customers. The growing awareness of
the energy consumption by the customer is expected to have a positive influence on
the number of energy supplier switches by the customer (churn rate).
♦ Added value services
Suppliers and/or the DGO may, dependant on the used type of smart meter, offer
added values to their customers. An example of such an added value could be the
linking of a smart meter and a domestics system.
♦ Load balancing
By defining the tariffs of the energy in more detail, it is possible to guide the general
consumption.
♦ Increased quality billing
The ability to base the billing towards the end-user on actual consumptions, instead of
estimates, improves the quality of the billing. The customer knows that he is paying
for his actual consumption and there is no longer the uncertainty that he may
unexpectedly receive a high final bill after two years.
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♦ Less customer complaints
Energy suppliers are likely to receive less complaints and questions about the bills if
the end-user could already have predicted the bill. This may result in the reduction of
the call-centers costs.
♦ Better forecast
If consumption is known on a 15 minute basis, the predictions about the next 15
minutes will be more accurate and easier to forecast. Less insecurity about the
consumptions in the near future leads to better forecasts and nominations. The closer
the nominations are to the real consumptions, the easier the allocation process will
run.

Improvements related to settlement:
♦ Easier allocation
If all meters were to become smart, no estimates would be necessary. Since the residue
factor in the allocation process can mainly be assigned to the estimations, this residue
factor would decrease in the smart metering scenario.
♦ Easier reconciliation
The reconciliation process comes after the allocation process but relies on the actual
consumption instead of the distribution determined by the DGO. In the current
situation, the reconciliation process may take up to 26 months before all meters are
verified by personally reading them. A complete smart metering solution could
drastically reduce this time window.
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14.1.4 Disadvantages of smart metering
However there are also several drawbacks to implementing smart metering:
♦ Main profits only with end-users
Study in the Flemish energy market has shown [Schrijner 2008] that the main profit of
the smart metering is with the end-user through the intensified competition on the
market.
♦ Pilot case
No energy market in the various countries is identical, so each country has its own
pilot projects. A fear of failing and the accompanying high costs of that failing have a
deterring influence.
♦ Politics
o Employment
Smart metering will have an impact on the amount of personnel in the energy
sector. Less meter readers will be needed in the metering company. Energy
suppliers will also need less financial analysts to verify the data. A positive
impact on the degree of employment is not known at this moment. As it is not
inside the scope of this report, it is not investigated.
o Power
Not every market party will benefit from the introduction of smart meters: e.g.
metering companies that will become obsolete.
♦ Data storage
As more metering data is received from the different meters, it also needs to be stored.
This increase in the needed data storage requires attention, both in a physical and
architectural way.

14.1.5 Current situation
The idea of smart metering gains ground.
A rollout of the smart metering technology in Belgium is not going to happen in the next
couple of years. [Peeters 2006]. The main reasons to postpone the implementation of the
technology are financial and technological. The implementations of small pilot projects have
the support of the Flemish minister but are not being deployed at the moment among
residential consumers. Other pilot projects in other countries are being watched as other
countries have already started with the implementation of smart metering. The best known
example is the one in Italy where the energy company Enel has already implemented more
than 20 million smart meters. [Enel 2006]
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